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ASRM insulated segments will be autoclave cured following insulation pre-form installation and
stripwind operations. Following competitive bidding, Aerojet ASRM Division (AAD) Purchase
Order 100142 was awarded to American Fuel Cell and Coated Fabrics Company, Inc. (Amfuel),
Magnolia, AR, for subcontracted insulation autoclave cure process development in accordance with
AAD Statement of Work No. I/LSPDT-015, Revision D, dated 26 August, 1991. Autoclave cure
process development test requirements were included in Task 3 ofTM05514, Manufacturing Process
Development Specification for Integrated Insulation Characterization and Stripwind Process Devel-
opment.
2.0 OBJECTIVE
The test objective was to establish autoclave cure process parameters for ASRM insulated segments.
As shown in the logic plan, Figure I, six tasks were completed to:
-
• Evaluate cure parameters that control acceptable vulcanization of ASRM Kevlar-filled
EPDM insulation material.
• Identify first and second order impact parameters on the autoclave cure process.





































A Taguchi-type statistical experiment was conducted using the Lz8 orthogonal array shown in Figure
2. Amfuel prepared twenty 10-in. by 10-in. by 8-in.-thick Kevlar-filled EPDM insulation specimens
with imbedded thermocouples; eighteen were for the statistical experiment and two were spares in
the event an autoclave cure process upset occurred that would invalidate the test data.
After vacuum bagging and autoclave cure, each specimen was dissected and subjected to the
following evaluation tests:
• Compaction:
• Visual inspection for voids, delaminations, or other evidence of improper cure.
• Degree of Cure
• Shore A hardness measurements.
• Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) in accordance with ASTM E794
• "Dog Bone" tensile tests in accordance with ASTM D412
• Degree of Flow
• Visual evaluation of flow pattern into an extrusion groove.
• Shrinkage Rate Assessment
• Measurements of shrinkage at specified time intervals after cure.
3.2 Test Results
The analysis effort was completed using analysis of variance (ANOVA), main effects, Least
Significant Difference (LSD), and Pareto analysis techniques. The Pareto analysis, Figure 3,
indicated the overall effect and importance of the factors on degree of cure. The results for the Pareto
analysis are based on the conclusions made from the shrinkage and tensile data only; elongation,
Shore A, and DSC data did not provide clear discriminators for degree of cure. The baseline autoclave
cure cycle based on test result analyses and facility capabilities are shown in Figure 4.
3.2.1
The baseline cure cycle selected is based upon the data contained in this report, Yellow Creek
equipment capabilities, and experience gained curing ASRM 44010 insulation on the 48 inch motor
program and the 150 inch stripwinder pilot plant program (SWPP). Specific differences in the
baseline cure cycle and the test data are discussed below.
We selected 325+ deg F based on 48 inch and 150 inch test article cure experience. Both programs
produced consistently acceptable parts using 325 deg F and the added 15 degrees allows improved
processing times in the autoclave. This is more important since the program has been reduced to a
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FACTOR J_;.F_U_[_J._I .I. 2 3
A Temperature at vulcanlzatlon (T a_,deg F 310 350 - - -
B Length of time at Ta, hours 1 3 6
C Temperature at flowout (Tb), deg F 200 230 260
D Length of time at T b, hours 1 3 5
E Vacuum Level, in Hg 28.5 26.0 20.0
F Pressure, psla 50 100 135
G Heating rate, deg F/min 1 0.5 Maximum
H Queue Humidity, time at RH 4 8 12
ASRM3084.02








































For hold time at vulcanization we selected a 2 hour minimum. This is the mid point of the data and
it also improves processing times.
The baseline flowout temperature is 250+ 10 deg F. Acceptable 48 inch and 150 inch article results
have been obtained at this level. Processing time is also slightly reduced at 250 deg F.
For flowout we selected 2 hours minimum. As above, acceptable results were seen on articles cured
at this level and processing times are significantly reduced.
23 in Hg minimum vacuum was selected as baseline. This level has produced acceptable parts, results
in better processing timelines, and precludes needless Nonconformance Reports driven by artifi-
cially higher levels.
An autoclave pressure of 100 + 25, -0 psig was selected based on the capabilities of the Yellow Creek
autoclave. The autoclave in place has an upper limit of 150 psig and we desired sufficient margin
so we did not have to operate at the upper limits of the equipment. 100 psig has produced accept,lble
48 inch and 150 inch components.
The baseline heating rate is defined over an hour span. Defining the rate within I deg F per minute
would result in needless nonconformances due to equipment capabilities.
4.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
4.1 Test Plan
Autoclave cure process development task requirements were as follows:
• Task 1 - Cure cycle profile prediction
• Task 2 - Test specimen preparation
• Task 3 - Cure preparation
• Task 4 - Autoclave cure
• Task 5 - Specimen test
• Task 6 - Data reduction and report
Test requirements were defined in AAD Statement of Work No. I/LSPDT-015, Revision D, dated
26 August, 1991, which is included as Attachment 1. Task 1 was accomplished at the MSFC
Productivity Center, using material and preliminary material property data furnished by AAD. Tasks
2 through 6 were subcontracted to Amfuel.
4.2 Task 1 - Cure Cycle Profile Prediction
The Task 1 objective was to derive cure cycle profile predictions for ASRM Kevlar-filled EPDM
using thermal model analyses. These predictions then were used to update the experiment factors and

















ASRM insulation cure cycle prediction requirements were defined in AAD Statement of Work No.
I/LSPDT-022, dated 15 March, 1991, and is included as Attachment 2. The Task 1 final report is
included as Attachment 3.
4.3 Tasks 2 Through 6
Tasks 2 through 6 were accomplished by Amfuel from August through December, 1991. Prior to
starting the required experiment matrix, Amfuel prepared and vulcanized several pathfinder
specimens to calibrate autoclave parameters and verify instrumentation. A typical specimen ready
for autoclave cure in shown in Figure 5.
Amfuel's final report is included as Attachment 4.
4.4 Data Analysis
The 90 and 95%.confidence levels were used as .the criteria for determining if a parameter-was
significant in the ANOVA. If there were significant parameters, the main effects plots were
generated; also the LSD technique was used to determine the optimum level for that parameter.
Visual inspection of all dissected specimens showed that full flow occurred into the extrusion
channel (Attachment 1, Figure 7) in all tests. This verified the excellent flow properties previously
evidenced in 12- and 48-inch motors, and in 150" test article S/N 3 recently autoclave cured at
Lockheed, Sunnyvale.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS
An insulation autoclave cure cycle baseline for subsequent material, component, and process
developments has been established (Figure 3).
6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
As indicated in AAD Statement of Work No. I/LSPDT-015, Attachment 1, Figure 1, logical follow-
on testing should include the following:
• Establish allowable production tolerances of high impact process parameters and evaluate
effect of potential production upsets, as illustrated in Figure 6.
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General - Revision A released to correct figure
references, and to clarify task require-
ments.
1. Section 3.2, Material/Hardware/Equipment
Page 2.
• Revised estimated quantity of ASRM 44010
Insulation from 1000 to 2000 Ibs.
• Added RC-3000-22 as alternative bleeder
cloth.
2. Section 3.4, Task 2, Page 3
• In 2nd paragraph, all references to Figure3
should be Figure 2.
• Added to 2nd paragraph:
"...The supplier will provide a mold to hold
the sides of the rubber block in place during
bagging and cure operations."
3. Section 3.5, Task 3, Page 3
• Added:
"... or RC-3000-22 ..."
4. Section 3.6, Task 4, Pages 3 and 4
• All references to Figure 4 should be Figure 3.
• Reference to Figure 5 should be Figure 4.
5. Section 3.7.2, Degree of Cure, Pages 4 and 5
• Revise 3 places:
"... dissected Section "A".." should be
"... dissected Section "B".."
• Reference to Figure 6 should be Figure 5.
• Reference to Figure 7 should be Figure 6.
6. Section 3.7.4, Shrink Rate Assessment, Page 5
• "... dissected Section "B'.." should be


















6. Section 3.7.4, Page 5 (continued)
• Added:
"Define points across dissected Section "A" as
shown in Figure 8. Measurements will be taken
across the same points at the specified inter-
vals after cooldown."
7. Section 3.8, Task 6, Page 5
• "... ship to hAD dissected Section "A*..."
was "... Section "B'.."
8. Figure 3, Sheet 2 of 3
Factors: E Vacuum Level at Ta
F Vacuum Level at Tb
Levels
l 2 3
-is- 28.5 26 20
-was- 26 18 10
9. Figure 6, Tensile Specimen Preparation, was
Figure 7.
10. Figure 7, Flow-Out Inspection, was Figure 6.
11. Added Figure 8, Shrink Rate Assessment
12. Figure 9, Schedule, was Figure 8.
1. Section 3.1, Page 1
• "...(L27 orthogonal array) was (L36..."
2. Section 3.2, Page 2
• "Insulation matedal will be provided by hAD.."
was "Acceptable sources of supply defined in
Attachment 1"














3. Section 3.4, Page 3
* "The supplier will process 29 insulation auto-
clave cure test specimens..." was "The
supplier will process 38 ..."
4. Section 3.5, Page 3
• Added reference to HD-800 vacuum bag
material.
5. Section 3.6, Page 4
• Second paragraph:
",..each specimen will be assigned serial
numbers from 1 to 27..." was ".. 1 to 36.."
6. Figure 2, Sheet 2 of 2
• Location of thermocouple #4 is ~4.0-in. from top
of specimen -was- ~3.0-in.
7. Figure 3, Sheets 1 and 2
• Reduced scope of cure test matrix from 38 to 27
tests.
8. Figure 6
• Location of thermooouple #4 "Dogbone" tensile
sample cuting plane is ~4.0-in. from top of
specimen -was- ~3.0-in.
9. Figure 9




• [Supplier name] was "supplier"
12. Figure 1, Logic















1. Section 3.2, Page 2
• HS-800 -was- HD-800
2. Section 3.4, Page 3
• Revised last paragraph to clarify pre-use
storage and start of autoclave cure operations.
3. Section 3.5, Page 3
• HS-800 or equivalent -was- HD-800
4. Figure 3.0, Sheet 2
• Revised and added notes to clarify factor level
tolerances, measurements, and location.
5. Figure 3.0, Sheet 3
• Made the vacuum bag leak check an optional
operation
6. Figure 9
• Revised schedule to reflect a completion date
of 27 Sept, 1991. Schedule revision due to
changes reflected in Revision C, Item 3.
1. General
• Amfuel -was- The [supplier]
2. Section 3.1, Page 1
• (L 18 orthogonal array) -was- L 27
3. Section 3.4, Page 3
• "Amfuel will process 20 insulation specimens..
-was-
".. 29 insulation specimens..."
4. Section 3.6, Page 4
,... assigned sedal numbers from 1 to 18...
-was-


























5. Section 3.6, Page 4
• Revised wording of last paragraph to be
consistent with Note 6 in revised Figure 3,
Sheet 2, test matrix
6. Section 6.0, Page 6
• "Testing will be completed and final report
submitted no later than 13 December, 1991"
-was-
"... in accordance with Figure 9."
7. Revised Figure 3, Sheets 1 and 2, to reflect
reduced scope matrix.







STATEMENT OF WORK I/LSPDT - 015
INSULATION CURE PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
1.0 SCOPE
This Statement of Work defines the requirements for ASRM insulation
autoclave cure process development.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents, the latest issue in effect, are a part of this
statement of work to the extent specified herein.
ASRM Specifications
AS RM-44010 Kevlar-Filled EPDM Insulation Material (Unvul-
canized Stock)
ASTM Standards
ASTM D412 Test Methods for Rubber Properties in Tension




This Statement of Work defines requirements to establish the
autoclave cure processparameters for ASRM insulated segments. A
Taguchi-type statistical experiment (L18orthogonaiarmy), willbe I D
conducted. An overviewof the task requirementsare as follows:
_/ Task 1 -
q Task 2 -
q Task 3 -
q Task 4 -
_/ Task 5 -
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_/ Task 6 - Data reduction and report
An insulation autoclave cure process development logic plan is illustrated in
Figure 1.
3.2 Material/Hardware/Equipment
Amfuel will provide the following materials, hardware, and equipment








Mild Steel Test Panels












HS-800 Vacuum Bag 2O0 ft2 IC
GS43MR Tacky Tape 10 rolls
Range 0-500oF Thermocouple, Wire or Probe 220 (4 Spare)
TeflonTape 2 rolls
(1) Insulation material per ASRM 44010 will be provided by AAD. I B
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Identification
Number Des_ripti0n Quantity
Vacuum Equipment A/R to support
required tasks
Autoclave Equipment A/R to support re-
quired tasks
3.3 Task 1 - Cure Cycle Profile Prediction
Aerojet ASRM Division (AAD) will derive a cure cycle profile
prediction using thermal model analyses. This prediction will be used to
establish the levels specified in the Task 4 experiment test matrix.
3.4 Task 2 - Test Specimen Preparation IAi B i D
Amfuel will process 20 insulation autoclave cure test specimens
as illustrated in Figure 2 and as defined in the following sections.
A 10" by 10" by 8" block of ASRM 44010 unvulcanized, calen-
dered, insulation will be layed-up on a teflon coated or taped mild steel
panel to the configuration defined in Figure 2. During layup, 6 thermo-
couples will be installed insofar as possible into the center of the insulation
section at the depths defined in Figure 2. Amfuel will provide a mold to hold
the sides of the rubber block in place during bagging and cure operations
to confine rubber flow within the boundary of the panel.
All ASRM insulation unvucalized stock will be stored at ICl D
40 degF until used, except when the exposure to humidity environments
are required. Autoclave cure operations will begin 5 to 6 hours after start of
insulation lay-up.
I _ _
3.5 Task3-CurePreparation IAIBi C
Install TMI-939703 pattern cloth, Super 18 Airweave or RC-
3000-22 bleeder cloth, and HS-800 or equivalent vacuum bag material over
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meet specified autoclave conditions. Vacuum level will be measured at the
cure specimen, not at the vacuum source.
I
3.6 Task 4- Autoclave Cure IAi81o
Autoclave cure each specimen in accordance with the ex-
periment test matrix defined in Figure 3; definition of the factors (process
parameters) in the matrix are included in Figure 3.
Prior to autoclave cure, each specimen will be assigned serial
numbers from 1 to 18 to correspond with the test matrix. If an incident
occurs (i.e. loss of vacuum, equipment malfunction, loss of measurement,
etc.) that invalidates the data, repeat that specific experiment using a
replacement specimen.




Output of the 6 specimen thermocouples
Vacuum level at the specimen
The "q'.:'eue" factor humidity measurements will be recorded when material
is removed from 40 degF storage and all during specimen processing prior
to autoclave cure.
After the cure cycle, each specimen will be dissected as defined
in Figure 4.
3.7 Task 5- Specimen Test
Autoclave cure will be assessed as follows:
3.7.1 Compaction I D
Amfuei will visually inspect dissected sections;
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improper cure.
I
3.7.2 Degree of Cure I A
Shore A hardness measurements will be taken on
dissected Section "B" from each specimen as defined in Figure 5.
Measurements will be taken on the section face that was adjacent to the
center of the specimen.
On samples taken from Section "B", conduct Dif-
ferential Scanning Calorimetry testing in accordance with ASTM E794.
Section "B"
Prepare and test tensile specimens from dissected
as defined in Figure 6 and in accordance with ASTM D412.
t
3.7.3 Degree of Flow I A
AAD Manufacturing Engineering will evaluate the
extent of flow into the extrusion groove as illustrated in Figure 7.
t
3.7.4 Shrinkage Rate Assessment I A
Sample the shrinkage rate by measuring dissected
Section "A" 1-, 2-, 7-, and 14-days after cooldown. Define points across
dissected Section "A" as illustrated in Figure 8. Measurements will be
taken across the same points at the specified intervals after cooldown.
!
3.8 Task 6 - Data Reduction and Report IAI D
Amfuel will reduce all data to tabular format for each test, and
will include copies of all recorded measurements in a test report to AAD.
Three copies plus the original will be required. The [supplier] will package
and ship to AAD dissected Section "A" from each spec=men tested. The
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4.0 RESPONSIBILITY
4.1 Aerojet ASRM Division
AAD will be responsible for technical direction of the tasks
defined in this statement of work, and for accomplishment of Task 1,
Section 3.3 and the Degree of Flow evaluation, Task 5, Section 3.7.3.
4.2 AMFUEL
Amfuel will provide resources, equipment, and materials re-
quired for conduct of Tasks 2 through Task 6, and will be responsible for ad-
herence to all federal and local safety and environmental protection
procedures.
5.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
AAD quality assurance will provide source surveillance at the sup-
plier's facility primarily during conduct of Tasks 4 and 5 and as defined in
the Request for Quotation and/or the Purchase Order.
6.0 SCHEDULE
Testing will be completed and final report submitted
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Attachment 1


































































A B C D E F G H
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3
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Length of time at Tb, hours;
Temperature at flowout
(Ta), degF
Length of time at Ta, hours
Vacuum Level, in Hg
Pressure, psia
310 [1][8] [118]35O














Cooling Rate - Deleted
G Heating rate, degF/min 1
[5] [5] [5]
0.5 [7]
Queue Temperature - Deleted
H Queue Humidity, time at RH 4




[3] + 0,- 3.5 in. Hg
[4] + 5 psia
[5] Average rate during heat-up based on autoclave air temperature; on cool down,
hold until lagging theromcouple is 200 degF
[6] Remove material from 40 degF storage into average 55% RH, 75 + 5 degF
environment and allow warm-up for indicated time intervals before preparing
specimen. Record start and stop time of specimen preparation.
[7] Maximum equipment capability; record measured value
[8] Lagging thermocouple (i.e. most likely #4, Rgure 2. Sheet 2)












Figure 3. Insulation Cure Test Matrix, Sheet 2 of 3
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Figure 3. Insulation Cure Test Matrix, Sheet 3 of 3
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STATEMENT OF WORK I/LSPDT - 022
ASRM INSULATION AUTOCLAVE CURE CYCLE PREDICTION
1.0 SCOPE
This Statement of Work provides the data needed to accomplish an
autoclave cure cycle prediction for ASRM insulation as installed in a 150-
in.-dia dome process development test article. This data will be used to
support ASRM insulation autoclave cure process development defined in
Aerojet ASRM Division (AAD) Statement of Work I/LSPDT-015.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents, the latest Issue in effect, are a part of this
statement of work to the extent specified herein:
AAD Drawings
3802001 150" Insulated Dome Process Development Test Article
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Summary
As illustrated in the ASRM Insulation autoclave cure process
development logic plan, Figure 1, the initial task is to derive an
autoclave cure cycle prediction. This task will provide a predicted
temperature for component flowout and vulcanization, and the time at
temperature required to achieve acceptable cure. This data will be used
as the starting factors (cure parameters) and nominal levels in the cure
statistical experiment design.
The Insulation configuration for cure prediction is defined in
AAD Drawing 3802001.
This analytical prediction task effort will not exceed 100 labor
hours.
3.2 ASRM Insulation Thermal Data
Available thermal data for the ASRM insulation formulation is

JStatement of Work No. l/l.SPDT-022
provided in the Attachment. Technical AAD contact is W.F.S. (Bill) Tam,
(916) 355-4810.
4.0 SCHEDULE
The insulation autoclave cure process development schedule is
shown in Figure 2. Insulation autoclave cure prediction is needed by the
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Task 1 ASRM Insulation Cure Cycle Prediction Final Report
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American Fuel Cell & Coated Fabrics Company
Report No. 1291-i
Introduction
This report is compiled to provide the test results in
compliance with Section 3.8, Task 6 of SOW I/LSPDT-015 Rev
D. The following results are presented:
A. Shore A Hardness Measurements
B. Shrinkage Rate Measurements
C. Differential Scanning Calorimetry Results
D. Tensile Results
E. Visual Inspection
In accordance with Purchase Order 100142, vendor note i,
Amfuel conducted a Taguchi-type statistical experiment to
define any critical process parameters. The results of this
experiment are also included as an addendum to this report.



















Shore A measurements were performed IAW Section 3.7.2 and
Figure 5 of SOW I/LSPDT-015 Rev D.
PTI PT2 ET/ PT4 PT5 PT6 PT7 PTS PT9 PTI0 ELI1 PTI2
78 78 77 79 79 80 80 80 79 81 80 80
77 77 78 78 80 79 80 80 80 79 79 79
79 80 79 80 80 80 80 80 80 79 80 80
77 77 79 79 79 80 80 80 81 82 81 81
79 79 80 80 79 80 81 80 79 79 80 80
76 78 79 80 80 79 78 79 79 80 80 80
78 78 78 79 79 80 81 80 78 79 80 80
80 81 80 80 80 79 81 79 80 80 79 79
78 80 78 78 79 79 79 79 78 78 80 80
79 80 81 80 80 79 79 80 81 80 79 81
78 78 78 77 78 78 80 78 79 80 78 79
79 79 80 80 80 80 80 80 79 79 79 80
79 78 79 80 80 79 80 79 80 80 80 80
79 78 77 79 79 79 79 80 79 80 81 80
79 80 80 80 78 80 80 81 81 80 81 81
77 78 80 80 79 78 79 79 80 80 79 80
77 79 79 80 80 80 80 80 78 79 80 80
79 79 78 80 80 81 80 80 80 81 80 80
AVG 78 79 79 79 79 79 80 80 79 80 80 80

/American Fuel Cell & Coated Fabrics Company
Report No. 1291-1
III. SHRINKAGE RATE MEASUREMENTS
Shrinkage rate measurements were performed IAW Section 3.7.4
and Figure 8 of SOW I/LSPDT-015 Rev D. The following
initial dimensions were used for all 18 samples:
Initial measurement for Pts 1-2 is 8.000 inches.
Initial measurement for Pts 3-4 is 1.500 inches.
Initial measurement for Pts 5-6 is 7.000 inches.
Percentage formula: (l-(Actual/Initial))*100.
Shrinkage Measurement at 1 Day
# Pt 1-2 Pt 3-4 Pt 5-6
Actual Percent Actual Percent Actual Percent
1 7.999 .013 1.499 .067 6.992 .114
2 7.999 .013 1.499 .067 6.988 .171
3 7.998 .025 1.497 .200 6.997 .043
4 7.994 .075 1.496 .267 6.983 .243
5 7.998 .025 1.498 .133 6.998 .029
6 7.993 .088 1.499 .067 6.980 .286
7 7.996 .050 1.499 .067 6.984 .229
8 7.987 .163 1.491 .600 6.984 .229
9 7.992 .I00 1.498 .133 6.984 .229
i0 7.998 .025 1.499 .067 6.992 .i14
ii 7.999 .013 1.499 .067 6.982 .257
12 7.996 .050 1.499 .067 6.993 .i00
13 7.997 .038 1.497 .200 6.994 .086
14 7.997 .038 1.499 .067 6.992 .114
15 7.997 .038 1.499 .067 6.996 .057
16 7.998 .025 1.499 .067 6.996 .057
17 7.998 .025 1.499 .067 6.997 .043
18 7.996 .050 1.496 .267 6.991 .129


























































































American Fuel Cell & Coated Fabrics Company
Report No. 1291-1
12 7,992 .i00 1.498 .133 6.984 .229
13 7,994 .075 1.492 .533 6,981 .271
14 7.992 .I00 1.498 .133 6.986 .200
15 7,992 .i00 1,497 .200 6.991 .129
16 7.993 .088 1.496 .267 6.987 .186
17 7.997 .038 1.498 ,133 6.991 .129
18 7.989 .138 1.492 .533 6.982 .257
AVG 7.991 .113 1.494 .422 6.980 .287
Shrinkage Measurement at 7 Days
Pt .,1-2 Pt 3-4 pt
Actual Percent Actual Percent Actual
1 7.992 .i00 1.489 .733 6.962
2 7,987 .163 1.493 .467 6,969
3 7.988 .225 1.489 1.20 6.980
4 7.982 .225 1.482 1.20 6.901
5 7.983 .213 1.488 .800 6.972
6 7.976 .300 1.493 .467 6.966
7 7.986 .175 1.489 .733 6,956
8 7.981 .238 1.469 2.07 6.969
9 7.967 .413 1.486 .933 6.974
I0 7.990 .125 1.486 .933 6.964
Ii 7.988 .150 1.489 .733 6.970
12 7.985 .188 1.495 .333 6.980
13 7.983 .213 1.485 1.00 6.976
14 7,986 .175 1.493 .467 6.972
15 7.988 .150 1.494 .400 6.980
16 7.987 .163 1,486 .933 6.979
17 7,988 .150 1.490 .667 6.968





































Shrinkage Measurement at 14 Days
1-2 Pt 3-4 Pt
Percent Actual Percent Actual
.150 1.482 1.20 6.950
.213 1.483 1.33 6.963
.188 1,485 1.00 6.971
.275 1.476 1.60 6.888
.250 1.487 .876 6.967
.363 1.483 1.33 6.894
.200 1.485 1.00 6.951
.550 1.458 2.80 6.964
.538 1,452 3.20 6.968
.175 1.481 1.27 6.952
.175 1.483 1.33 6,967
.225 1.491 .600 6.976
.263 1,482 1.20 6.969


















/American Fuel Cell & Coated Fabrics Company
Report No. 1291-1
15 7.980 .250 1.490 .667 6.961 .557
16 7.985 .188 1.480 1.33 6.974 .371
17 7.986 .175 1.481 1.27 6.959 .586
18 7.978 .275 1.482 1.20 6.960 .571



















Differential Scanning Calorimetry testing was performed IAW
Section 3.7.2 of SOW I/LSPDT-015 Rev D, and ASTM E794, and
further clarification from Bill Tam, Aerojet. Hardcopy
printouts of each scan are included in the addendum.
























American Fuel Cell & Coated Fabrics Company
Report No. 1291-1
TENSILE RESULTS
Tensile tests were performed IAW Section 3.7.2 and Figure 6
of SOW I/LSPDT-015 Rev D, and ASTM D412. In the following
table, "-A" results are from a sample taken above the plane
shown in Figure 6 and "-B" results are from a sample taken
below the plane.
TENSILE (LBS/SO IN)
1 2849 2554 2617 2691 1925 2819
2 2723 2782 3000 2409 2562 2829
3 2815 2800 2937 2100 1140 2805
4 2884 2791 2791 2857 2809 2322
5 2530 2267 2444 2625 2878 2553
6 2876 2756 2778 2652 2747 2543
7 2829 2718 2851 2841 1802 2483
8 2450 2860 2622 2674 2568 2382
9 2899 2488 2844 2649 2372 2200
I0 2691 2469 2769 2634 2231 2056
Ii 1462 1756 2436 2575 2675 1827
12 2434 2346 2675 2585 2675 2456
13 2222 1855 1928 1951 2000 1675
14 1976 1926 1775 1835 1852 1747
15 2557 2394 2337 2543 2244 2341
16 2565 2346 1951 2262 2220 2597
17 2069 2456 2120 1853 1812 2050
18 2568 2617 2410 2526 2325 2195

/American Fuel Cell & Coated Fabrics Company
Report No. 1291-1
ELONGATION (PERCENT)
#2-A _2-B _4-A #4-B _5-A #5-B
1 20 20 20 20 15 20
2 20 20 20 20 20 20
3 20 20 20 15 20 20
4 20 20 20 20 20 20
5 20 20 20 20 20 15
6 20 20 20 20 20 20
7 30 20 20 20 20 20
8 20 20 20 20 20 20
9 15 20 20 20 15 20
i0 20 20 15 20 15 20
ii 15 30 15 20 20 20
12 20 20 20 20 20 20
13 20 20 20 20 20 20
14 20 20 20 20 20 20
15 20 20 20 20 20 20
16 20 20 20 15 20 20
17 20 20 15 20 20 20
18 40 30 30 30 15 15
VI. VISUAL INSPECTION OF SAMPLES
All samples were visually inspected after cure and after
dissection for voids and any other unusual results. No
voids were found in any of the samples. The only unusual
findings were some cracks which were evident in some of the
discarded sections that were several weeks old.
EXPERIMENTID: Shrink 1-2 id RESPONSE: % shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:




## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vulc Temp 0.061333
2 Vulc Time 0.023167
3 Flow Temp 0.037667
4 Flow Time 0.044000
5 Vacuum Level 0.042000
6 Pressure 0.062833










EXPERIMENT ID: Shrink 1-2 id RESPONSE: % shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:
RECORDEDBY: crm NO. OF SAMPLESTO TEST: 1
FIXED SETUP:
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
## Source SS d.f MS F
% %
Alpha Contrib
1 Vulc Temp 0.003472 1 0.003472 1.33
2 Vulc Time 0.006331 2 0.003166 1.21
3 Flow Temp 0.001317 2 0.000658 0.25
4 Flow Time 0.001694 2 0.000847 0.32
5 Vacuum Level 0.001590 2 0.000795 0.30
6 Pressure 0.003433 2 0.001717 0.66
7 Heating Rate 0.001585 2 0.000793 0.30
8 Queue Humidity 0.000231 2 0.000116 0.04


























NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1


























EXPERIMENT ID: Shrink 3-4 id RESPONSE: % Shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:




## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vulc Temp 0.177889 0.104000
2 Vulc Time 0.089167 0.133500 0.200167
3 Flow Temp 0.122500 0.166833 0.133500
4 Flow Time 0.111333 0.133500 0.178000
5 Vacuum Level 0.100333 0.189167 0.133333
6 Pressure 0.178000 0.144667 0.100167
7 Heating Rate 0.089000 0.067000 0.266833
q Queue Humidity 0.200167 0.100167 0.122500
* ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA) Date: 01-15-1992 *
* AMFUEL *
EXPERIMENTID: Shrink 3-4 id RESPONSE: % Shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:




## Source SS d.f MS F Alpha
1 Vulc Temp 0.024568 1 0.024568 6.25 25%
2 Vulc Time 0.037462 2 0.018731 4.77 25%
3 Flow Temp 0.006395 2 0.003198 0.81 > 25%
4 Flow Time 0.013832 2 0.006916 1.76 > 25%
5 Vacuum Level 0.024196 2 0.012098 3.08 25%
6 Pressure 0.018299 2 0.009149 2.33 > 25%
7 Heating Rate 0.144084 2 0.072042 18.33 10%
8 Queue Humidity 0.033062 2 0.016531 4.21 25%




























NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1


























EXPERIMENTID: Shrink 5-6 id RESPONSE: % Shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:




## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vulc Temp 0.174778 0.106333
2 Vulc Time 0.133167 0.135833 0.152667
3 Flow Temp 0.140500 0.140500 0.140667
4 Flow Time 0.157167 0.124000 0.140500
5 Vacuum Level 0.188167 0.142833 0.090667
6 Pressure 0.143000 0.166667 0.112000
7 Heating Rate 0.107167 0.150000 0.164500
Queue Humidity 0.112000 0.181000 0.128667
EXPERIMENT ID: Shrink 5-6 Id RESPONSE: % Shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:




## Source SS d. f MS F Alpha
%
Contrib
1 Vulc Temp 0.021081 1 0.021081 1.30 > 25%
2 Vulc Time 0.001342 2 0.000671 0.04 > 25%
3 Flow Temp 2.0862E-07 2 1.0431E-07
0.00 > 25%
4 Flow Time 0.003300 2 0.001650 0.I0 > 25%
5 Vacuum Level 0.028565 2 0.014283 0.88 > 25%
6 Pressure 0.009019 2 0.004510 0.28 > 25%
7 Heating Rate 0.010664 2 0.005332 0.33 > 25%
Queue Humidity 0.015555 2 0.007778 0.48 > 25%























































* TABLE OF AVERAGES Date: 01-15-1992 *
* AMFUEL *
EXPERIMENT ID: Shrink 1-2 2d RESPONSE: % Shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:




## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vulc Temp 0.141889 0.084889
2 Vulc Time 0.073000 0.114667 0.152500
3 Flow Temp 0.096000 0.096000 0.148167
4 Flow Time 0.114833 0.110500 0.114833
5 Vacuum Level 0.106500 0.121000 0.112667
6 Pressure 0.100333 0.146000 0.093833
7 Heating Rate 0.123167 0.104333 0.112667
Queue Humidity 0.106500 0.131500 0.102167
EXPERIMENT ID: Shrink 1-2 2d RESPONSE: % Shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:

























d. f MS F Alpha
1 0. 014621 2.16 > 25%
2 0.009488 1.40 > 25%
2 0.005443 0.80 > 25%
2 3.7573E-05
0.01 > 25%
2 0.000318 0.05 > 25%
2 0.004849 0.72 > 25%
2 0.000534 0.08 > 25%




























NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1



























EXPERIMENT ID: Shrink 3-4 2d RESPONSE: % Shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:




## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vulc Temp 0.503667 0.340556
2 Vulc Time 0.366500 0.377667 0.522167
3 Flow Temp 0.511000 0.366667 0.388667
4 Flow Time 0.388667 0.333333 0.544333
5 Vacuum Level 0.244333 0.500000 0.5220C0
6 Pressure 0.388667 0.588667 0.289000
7 Heating Rate 0.277667 0.333333 0.655333














NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1

























































NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1



























EXPERIMENT ID: Shrink 5-6 2d RESPONSE: % Shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:




## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vulc Temp 0.358778 0.214444
2 Vulc Time 0.238333 0.319000 0.302500
3 Flow Temp 0.371500 0.247833 0.240500
4 Flow Time 0.328667 0.283500 0.247667
5 Vacuum Level 0.323833 0.340667 0.195333
6 Pressure 0.273833 0.342833 0.243167
7 Heating Rate 0.216833 0.271667 0.371333
8 Queue Humidity 0.224000 0.295167 0.340667
EXPERIMENTID: Shrink 5-6 2d RESPONSE: % Shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:














SS d.f MS F
% %
Alpha Contrib
0.093744 1 0.093744 2.78
0.021793 2 0.010897 0.32
0.065016 2 0.032508 0.96
0.019770 2 0.009885 0.29
0.075834 2 0.037917 1.12
0.031270 2 0.015635 0.46
0.073621 2 0.036810 1.09



























NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1








































NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1
## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vulc Temp 0.228000 0.173778
2 Vulc Time 0.158500 0.212667 0.231500
3 Flow Temp 0.166833 0.181500 0.254333
4 Flow Time 0.198000 0.200333 0.204333
5 Vacuum Level 0.191667 0.187833 0.223167
6 Pressure 0.198167 0.225167 0.179333
7 Heating Rate 0.208667 0.177167 0.216833
Q Queue Humidity 0.179333 0.233667 0.189667















NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1
## Source SS
%





























1 0.013230 5.22 25%
2 0.008618 3.40 25%





0.02 > 25% 0.00
0.002255 0.89 > 25% 0.00
0.003184 1.26 > 25% 1.47
0.002632 1.04 > 25% 0.22









































USING 95% CONFIDENCE: 0.149832 TO 0.251946
USING 99% CONFIDENCE: 0.083109 TO 0.318669
EXPERIMENT ID: Shrink 3-4 7d RESPONSE: % shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:




## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vulc Temp 0.955555 0.711111
2 Vulc Time 0.711000 0.722333 1.066667
3 Flow Temp 0.899833 0.866833 0.733333
4 Flow Time 0.777667 0.733333 0.989000
5 Vacuum Level 0.700000 0.900000 0.900000
6 Pressure 0.877833 0.822333 0.799833
7 Heating Rate 0.699833 0.589000 1.211167
a Queue Humidity 0.977833 0.755500 0.766667
EXPERIMENTID: Shrink 3-4 7d RESPONSE: % shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:





d. f MS F Alpha
%
Contrib
1 Vulc Temp 0.268888 1 0.268888
2 Vulc Time 0.490387 2 0.245193
3 Flow Temp 0.093268 2 0.046634
4 Flow Time 0.223988 2 0.111994
5 Vacuum Level 0.160002 2 0.080001
6 Pressure 0.019343 2 0.009672
7 Heating Rate 1.321675 2 0.660838
8 Queue Humidity 0.188298 2 0.094149





























NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1
## FACTOR LEVEL SETUP COMMENT
1 Vulc Temp 1 310
2 Vulc Time - NOT CRITICAL
3 Flow Temp - NOT CRITICAL
4 Flow Time - NOT CRITICAL
5 Vacuum Level - NOT CRITICAL
6 Pressure - NOT CRITICAL
" Heating Rate 3 2
























NO. OF SAMPLESTO TEST: 1
## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vulc Temp 0.681667 0.392111
2 Vulc Time 0.604167 0.554167 0.452333
3 Flow Temp 0.623167 0.428667 0.558833
4 Flow Time 0.582667 0.435833 0.592167
5 Vacuum Level 0.500167 0.528000 0.582500
6 Pressure 0.426333 0.608667 0.575667
7 Heating Rate 0.383333 0.469167 0.758167
Queue Humidity 0.450000 0.395333 0.765333
EXPERIMENTID: Shrink 5-6 7d RESPONSE: % Shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:
RECORDEDBY: crm NO. OF SAMPLESTO TEST: 1
FIXED SETUP:
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
## Source SS d.f MS F
% %
Alpha Contrib
1 Vulc Temp 0.377291 1 0.377291 6.18
2 Vulc Time 0.071847 2 0.035923 0.59
3 Flow Temp 0.117825 2 0.058913 0.96
4 Flow Time 0.092181 2 0.046091 0.75
5 Vacuum Level 0.021048 2 0.010524 0.17
6 Pressure 0.113270 2 0.056635 0.93
7 Heating Rate 0.462777 2 0.231389 3.79
8 Queue Humidity 0.478647 2 0.239323 3.92



























































EXPERIMENT ID: Shrink 1-2 14d RESPONSE: % shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:




## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vulc Temp 0.303000 0.219556
2 Vulc Time 0.187667 0.275167 0.321000
3 Flow Temp 0.208500 0.268833 0.306500
4 Flow Time 0.260500 0.237667 0.285667
5 Vacuum Level 0.235500 0.283500 0.264833
6 Pressure 0.287667 0.287667 0.208500
7 Heating Rate 0.266833 0.229333 0.287667
" Queue Humidity 0.275000 0.290000 0.218833
* ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA) Date: 01-15-1992 *
* AMFUEL *
EXPERIMENTID: Shrink 1-2 14d RESPONSE: % shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLINGMETHOD:




## Source SS d.f MS F Alpha
1 Vulc Temp 0.031333 1 0.031333 1.50 > 25%
2 Vulc Time 0.055069 2 0.027535 1.32 > 25%
3 Flow Temp 0.029325 2 0.014663 0.70 > 25%
4 Flow Time 0.006917 2 0.003459 0.17 > 25%
5 Vacuum Level 0.007025 2 0.003513 0.17 > 25%
6 Pressure 0.025069 2 0.012535 0.60 > 25%
7 Heating Rate 0.010486 2 0.005243 0.25 > 25%
8 Queue Humidity 0.016888 2 0.008444 0.40 > 25%




























NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1


























EXPERIMENTID: Shrink 3-4 14d RESPONSE: % shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:




## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3
1 Vulc Temp 1.548111 1.037778
2 Vulc Time 1.056000 1.022333 1.800500
3 Flow Temp 1.267167 1.311667 1.300000
4 Flow Time 1.511667 1.000000 1.367167
5 Vacuum Level 1.055500 1.355500 1.467833
6 Pressure 1.367167 1.511667 1.000000
7 Heating Rate 1.311167 1.078833 1.488833
Queue Humidity 1.334000 1.522000 1.022833
LEVEL 4
* ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA) Date: 01-15-1992 *
* AMFUEL *
EXPERIMENT ID: Shrink 3-4 14d RESPONSE: % shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:
RECORDED BY: crm NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1
FIXED SETUP:
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
## Source SS d.f MS F
% %
Alpha Contrib
1 Vulc Temp 1.171976 1 1.171976 3.17
2 Vulc Time 2.321915 2 1.160957 3.14
3 Flow Temp 0.006390 2 0.003195 0.01
4 Flow Time 0.834984 2 0.417492 1.13
5 Vacuum Level 0.545269 2 0.272635 0.74
6 Pressure 0.834990 2 0.417495 1.13
7 Heating Rate 0.507284 2 0.253642 0.69
8 Queue Humidity 0.762669 2 0.381334 1.03


























NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1


























EXPERIMENT ID: Shrink 5-6 14d RESPONSE: % Shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:




## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vulc Temp 0.767667 0.511000
2 Vulc Time 0.526167 0.858667
3 Flow Temp 0.752333 0.523667
4 Flow Time 0.730833 0.509500
5 Vacuum Level 0.756167 0.652333
6 Pressure 0.685000 0.735667
7 Heating Rate 0.487833 0.761333








EXPERIMENTID: Shrink 5-6 14d RESPONSE: % Shrink
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:




## Source SS d.f MS F Alpha
%
Contrib
1 Vulc Temp 0.296449 1 0.296449 1.54 > 25%
2 Vulc Time 0.433111 2 0.216556 1.13 > 25%
3 Flow Temp 0.156928 2 0.078464 0.41 > 25%
4 Flow Time 0.160190 2 0.080095 0.42 > 25%
5 Vacuum Level 0.184053 2 0.092027 0.48 > 25%
6 Pressure 0.189177 2 0.094589 0.49 > 25%
7 Heating Rate 0.232239 2 0.116119 0.60 > 25%
8 Queue Humidity 0.041705 2 0.020853 0.ii > 25%





























NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1







































UNITS OF AVERAGES: LBS/SQ IN
RESPONSE: TENSILE
UNITS OF MEAS.: LBS/SQ IN
SAMPLING METHOD:
NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 2
## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vulc Temp 2715.056 2261.611
2 Vulc Time 2473.417 2419.500 2572.083
3 Flow Temp 2564.417 2271.417 2629.167
4 Flow Time 2429.917 2490.917 2544.167
5 Vacuum Level 2407.250 2594.333 2463.417
6 Pressure 2477.250 2567.833 2419.917
7 Heating Rate 2431.667 2610.000 2423.333
Queue Humidity 2567.167 2394.167 2503.667
* ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA) Date: 01-15-1992 *
* AMFUEL *
EXPERIMENTID: TENSILE #2 TC RESPONSE: TENSILE
DEPARTMENT: AMFUEL UNITS OF MEAS.: LBS/SQ IN
SET UP BY: C. MARSHALL SAMPLING METHOD:




## Source SS d. f MS F Alpha
%
Contrib
1 Vulc Temp 1850512 1 1850512 55.08 0.1%
2 Vulc Time 143712.0 2 71856.00 2.14 25%
3 F10w Temp 872112.0 2 436056.0 12.98 0.1%
4 Flow Time 78448.00 2 39224.00 1.17 > 25%
5 Vacuum Level 221184.0 2 110592.0 3.29 10%
6 Pressure 133504.0 2 66752.00 1.99 25%
7 Heating Rate 266864.0 2 133432.0 3.97 5.0%
8 Queue Humidity 183808.0 2 91904.00 2.74 10%





















UNITS OF AVERAGES: LBS/SQ IN
CRITERIA: MAXIMIZE RESPONSE
RESPONSE: TENSILE
UNITS OF MEAS.: LBS/SQ IN
SAMPLING METHOD:
NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 2
## FACTOR LEVEL SETUP
,ul
COMMENT
1 Vulc Temp 1 310
2 Vulc Time - NOT CRITICAL
3 Flow Temp 3 260
4 Flow Time - NOT CRITICAL
5 Vacuum Level - NOT CRITICAL
6 Pressure - NOT CRITICAL
Heating Rate 2 .5
























UNITS OF AVERAGES: LBS/SQ IN
RESPONSE: TENSILE
UNITS OF MEAS.: LBS/SQ IN
SAMPLING METHOD:
NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 2
## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vulc Temp 2687.889 2286.944
2 Vulc Time 2619.000 2376.333 2466.917
3 Flow Temp 2511.917 2364.000 2586.333
4 Flow Time 2526.083 2520.417 2415.750
5 Vacuum Level 2498.917 2558.833 2404.500
6 Pressure 2428.833 2541.583 2491.833
7 Heating Rate 2412.750 2565.583 2483.917
Queue Humidity 2574.333 2452.917 2435.000
EXPERIMENTID: TENSILE #4 TC RESPONSE: TENSILE
DEPARTMENT: AMFUEL UNITS OF MEAS.: LBS/SQ IN
SET UP BY: C. MARSHALL SAMPLING METHOD:
RECORDED BY: W. COLEN NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 2
FIXED SETUP:
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
## Source SS d.f MS F
_ma_
1 Vulc Temp 1446800 1 1446800 20.75
2 Vu!c Time 360880.0 2 180440.0 2.59
3 Flow Temp 307392.0 2 153696.0 2.20
4 Flow Time 92640.00 2 46320.00 0.66
5 Vacuum Level 145296.0 2 72648.00 1.04
6 Pressure 76624.00 2 38312.00 0.55
7 Heating Rate 140368.0 2 70184.00 1.01
8 Queue Humidity 137904.0 2 68952.00 0.99























UNITS OF AVERAGES: LBS/SQ IN
CRITERIA: MAXIMIZE RESPONSE
RESPONSE: TENSILE
UNITS OF MEAS.: LBS/SQ IN
SAMPLING METHOD:
NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 2
## FACTOR LEVEL SETUP COMMENT
1 Vulc Temp 1 310
2 Vulc Time - NOT CRITICAL
3 Flow Temp - NOT CRITICAL
4 Flow Time - NOT CRITICAL
5 Vacuum Level - NOT CRITICAL
6 Pressure - NOT CRITICAL
Heating Rate - NOT CRITICAL




















UNITS OF AVERAGES: LBS/SQ IN
RESPONSE: TENSILE
UNITS OF MEAS.: LBS/SQ IN
SAMPLING METHOD:
NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 2
## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vulc Temp 2429.944 2165.444
2 Vulc Time 2333.333 2309.250 2250.500
3 Flow Temp 2244.917 2311.250 2336.917
4 Flow Time 2283.000 2369.417 2240.667
5 Vacuum Level 2245.000 2500.417 2147.667
6 Pressure 2304.333 2291.667 2297.083
7 Heating Rate 2357.833 2308.333 2226.917
Queue Humidity 2376.417 2353.917 2162.750
OPTIMAL COMBINATION Date: 12-05-1991 *
. AMFUEL *
EXFE_:!MENT ID: Shore A - Pt I(3 RESPONSE:
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS. :
SET UP BY: C:. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:







## FACTOR LEVEL SETUP COMMENT
1 Vul,: Temp - NOT CRITICAL
2 Vul,: Time - NOT CRITICAL
3 Flow Temp - NOT i::RITICAL
4 Flow Time - NOT I::RITICAL
5 Vacuum Level - NOT I::RITICAL
6 Pressure - NOT CRITICAL
7 Heating Rate - NOT CRITICAL
8 Queue Humidity - NOT CRITICAL
OPTIMAL RESPONSE:
OPTIMAL: 79.77778
JSING 95% CONFIDENCE: 78.91108 TO BO._444B
JSING 99% ISONFIDENCE: 77.77846 TO 81.77710
_JJ_L_!S OF VARIANCE (ANOVA) Date: 12-05-1991
* AMFUEL
E/,FE_:IMENT ID: Shore A -Pt I0 RESPONSE:
DEF'A_TMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:





## S,:,ur,- e SS d. f MS
% %
F A 1pha r:,:,n tr ib
I Vulc Temp (3.2187_0 I 0.2187_0
2 Vul,: Time 1.445313 2 0.722656
3 Flow Temp 2.773438 2 1.386719
4 Flow Time 0.7?3438 2 0.386719
5 Vacuum Level 3.4453,o,_ c._ 1.7226_6
6 Pressure 0.7812_0 2 0.390625
7 Heating Rate 2.773438 2 1.386719
8 Queue Humidity 1.4375(3(3 "2 0.718750
ERROR 1.460938 2 0.730469
TOTAL 15.10938 17
O. 30 > 25%
0.99 > 25%
I. 90 > 25%














. TABLE OF AVEPAGES Date: 12-05-1991 *
. AMFUEL *
EXPERIMENT ID: Shore A - Pt I0 RESPONSE: Shore Scale
DEPAPTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:




## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vulc Temp 79. 66666 79. 88889
2 Vulc Time _9.66666 80. 16666 79.5A000
3 FI c;w Temp 8(').33334 79. 50000 79. 50000
4 F I ow Ti me 8(.').00000 79. 50000 79. 83334
5 Vacuum Level 80. 16666 80. 00000 79. 16666
6 Pr esmur e 79. 83334 80. 00000 79. 50000
7 Heating Rate 79. 50000 79.50000 80.33334
8 Queue Humidity 80. 16666 79.50000 79.66666

















NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1
===_
## FACTOR LEVEL SETUP COMMENT
I Vul,= Temp
2 V u I ,= T im e
3 Flow Temp
4 Flow Time
5 Va,: uum Level
























. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA) Date: 12-05-1991 *
. AMFUEL *
EXPERIMENT ID: Shore A - Pt 9 RESPONSE:
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:





I_# S,:,urc e SS d. f MS
% %
F Alpha C,:,nt r ib
I Vul c Temp 0. 500000 1 O. 500000
2 Vuic Time 2.335938 2 I. 167969
3 Fl,:,w Temp 1.335938 2 0. 667969
4 FI c,w Time i. 000000 2 O. 500000
5 Vacuum Level 4.328125 2 _._164063
6 Pressure I. 335938 2 O. 667969
7 Heating Rate 3.000000 2 1.500000
8 Queue Humidity 2.328125 2 1.164063
ERROR 0. 335938 2 O. 167969


















* TABLE OF AVERAGES Date: 12-05-1991 .
* AMFUEL .
EXTE_ZMENT ID: Shore A - Pt 9 RESPONSE: Shore Scale
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C:. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:




## SOURC:E LEVEL i LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vul.: Temp _9.33334 79.66666
2 Vui: Time _9.66666 79.83334 79.00000
3 Flow Temp 79 _mm_• 79.1666_ 79.5c)000
4 Kl,z,w Time 79.33334 T9.33334 ?9.83334
5 Vacuum Level 79.00000 80. I_66 79.33334
6 Pressure 79.166_ 79.83334 79.50000
7 Heating Rate 79.00000 _9._0000 80.00000
8 Queue Humidity 80.00000 79.33334 78.1_66

















NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1



























* ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA) Date: 12-05-1991 .
* AMFUEL .
EXPERIMENT ID: Shore A - Pt
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel




8 RESPONSE: Shore S,:ale
UNITS OF MEAS.:
SAMPLING METHOD:
NO. OF SAMPLESTO TEST: 1
Sour .: e SS d.f MS F"
% %





























> 25% 0. (')(')
> 25% c'). 00
> 25% ('). O0
> 25% 0.00
> 25% r). (-)o
> 25% 0.00
> 25% 4. 10
25% 37.4(:)













RESPONSE: She, re Scale
UNITS OF MEAS.:
SAMPLING METHOD:
NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1
## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vul,: Temp 79.66666 79._6666
2 Vulc Time 79.6_6_6 79.83334
3 Flow Temp 79.66666 79.50000
4 Flow Time 79.66666 79.83334
5 Vacuum Level 79.50000 79.83334
6 Pressure 79.50000 79.83334
7 Heating Rate 79.66666 80.00000

























NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1




4 F1 ow Time
5 Vacuum Level


















!SING 95% CONFIDENCE: 79.42259 TO 80.24408
iSING 99% CONFIDENCE: 78.88582 TO 80.78085
f
. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA) Date: 12-05-1991 *
. AMFUEL *
EXPE_IIMENTID: Shore A - Pt 7 RESPONSE: Shore Scale
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:
RECORDEDBY: crm NO. OF SAMPLESTO TEST: 1
FIXED SETUP:
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
## S,z,ur c e SS d. f MS F
% %
Alpha Contr ib
1 Vul,: Temp 0.500000 1 0.500000 3.05
2 Vulc Time 0.335938 2 0.167969 1.02
3- Fl,:w Temp 1. 335938 _ O.6_7969 4.07
4 FI ow Time 3. O00c)O0 2 1. 500000 9. 14
5 Va,:uum Level 0. 335938 2 0. I_79_9 1.02
6 Pressure I. 328125 2 O.6640_3 4.05
7 Heating Rate 1.000000 2 0. 500000 3.05
8 Queue Humidity 2.335938 2 1.167969 7. 12
ERROR 0. 328125 2 O. 164063














































































NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1
































ANAL ;$" S OF .,'asZ,a,'j,:E
• AMi=UEL
( a,'rl- .
£-.:-::?!--_NT :C': '=:_-'-;_e A - Pt 6 R-£PC,,.,:I- : .-rcr . i
2..=-._=T_I_?.IT: Am-_,._e • Ij,.',.-T] Or= ME_._':_.. :
_ 2- :iE:; .F._Y: cr-rn NQ, OF SAa_F_ -'] rl} 7-_!7-:
_-.,:Z 5CTUF:


















1 bulc TemD 0.226563
2 Vulc Time 0. I0_375
,5 Fio_ Temo l._i53L3
Flow Fime 2.109375
5 ,']t:i.it_lm Level 0.109375
"_ =_-es_u_e 0. !13°i 75




A koh,,_ Cot,- -
> 25% O. !3C
> o=_. i] .:i_-
> 25:'_ o. ,L,;
,_ 2- .5'_ L-. --
.. E. 2:2
> 25% 2. ?3
> 25% _3..Z:!:






_ .,_r:LE 0 =
,AI4FIjE_.
F'. ,i.,-7 2,;.E]-i.,e:
-].r"_:_: - &L. T."J_: TR!JI.-". T Z I.],l"J_ :
Ui'J[-_ 07 AVEP,_,G,_S:
_¢_ SOURCE LEVEL 1. ,.EVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL ,4.
L ,,h._ i c Temp
2 "/I J ] ,_." Time
:S T i...::t# Te,.mc,

























Kr :'=.-.: ._ _lT: _,._U._ = ,"T::_.AS :
F _ XE.-" *'- ....
iji'.,j,"-_ ,IF AVETA.=ES:
C £.-,T TER!A : ,4._ X -,-.._"r - _ ,.,r _._N_r-
## FACTOR LEVEL SETUP COMMENT
't VuLc Temo - NOT CRITICAL
2 VuIc Time - NOT CRZTICAL
,_ =].ow Tem_ - NOT C?ZTZCAL
& _low Time - NOT CRITICAL
5 '/_cuum Level - NOT CRITICAL
6 _res_,Jre - NOr ::R_TICAL
? He_img Ra_e - NOT C,_I;iCAL
_ _ueue Mumidi_y - NOT CRITICAL
OPT:XAL RESPONSE:
OPTIMAL: 79.38839
IJSIP,G 95% CCI',IF [OENCE : ?8. 92314 TO 79.85&63
"_ " " 83. .t_,[ .... • 9_'_ CONF/D_NCZ: 7_..SiiSI TO ._63'2',5
._R/GINAL PAl}E IS
OF POOR QUALITY
._l_._--'.'?T_"_i.--+l\JT-+' _.kfn':;.:e[ tjl',+.[T..:, OF P'!E4:L. :
................. "[NG .P"4ET,"-4.I3E' :
F>" .... -":.: -". _5"+: ,sr_, NQ. OF '..£AMFLE'5 TO TEST: t
"'-:.-,,E- S,ETt.;P:
":..+it: - .,,.+ IN. +,7_t+JC. T "_C(.J'_+,:
ORIc.._',I,.RLPASZ IS
OF POOR QUALI]_"
F 1";,.:E 2' .-%J 7 L_P :
5PEC-.AL ZNST,'_UCTZOP]'£:
U,'I .,.r-'..: ":;F ._VE_AGE :_ :
= _ •
_t_ _L'; JR :E LEVEL 1 LEVEL .3
1 V L_ I '2," T e IT} ID
2 ',/u / o rLm,.e
:5 :=lo_ Temo
; t .?.,_ rime
5 Va,.:L.H.,'m Levet
.-) p ¢-,,:_S S I...li_e
7 'H÷_'_i':. _',m_ R;_. _ e
": /
T9 4- & 4. &4.
7'_ 50000
.... _ .3 ._ ._ _.
7_ S 333&
7 _$ 16666
7_ ,'5,3 S 3 _.
7'_ 16_,56

























it e, FACTOR LEVEL SETUF COMMENT
l './_L_; T,-.-ra_ - NOT C._ZT"ZCAL
"2 Vl.]I.C TLrne - NOi _:,_Ti l._A_
,3 -- LO_,,/ T.-214o - NOT C:_J: TZCAL
i = 'Ll"_l.._l Time - NOT C:RIT'rCAI_
5 _'_r',;_:m __e',..,--'_ - NOT C_[T_CAI.
o :- ...... , ;,_" -- i'll Ci T CRITICAl.
7 ,-leatirna r_a_e -- IWiJI CT.'ZTICAL




L,2 .- '_ ] q'-}%
79.38889
CONFIDENCE: 78.67&6& TO 8Q.10313
OF POOR QUALITY
E.:F- = 7."E,'-_ r [O : 5b_,)r'_ ,_ - _:t & R-_:_C_J_E : $_-,,_r'_ %.: _ . ._
C'E9 .:-_'ENT ' Am,_,_P. LJN_Tt5 OF b!E,.k_. :
_..JT _ = :5 f : C. ,"_"-haL [ "$."!PL!NL; .'_ETHC'O:
P!£CC::.E.:._: ?_'. - ..-;:-m NC. C:F SAP!P.L__'5 TO T--ST:

























1 0.507813 1.02 ) 25%
2 0.722656 l.d5 > 25%
2 0.7226&b 2.&6 > 25_
3 ' .5Z&OC_Z 2. L3 25%
2 0,722_56 l,i6 ) 25%
2 1.05&_88 2. 1,3 > 25%
"2 O.05&6;B8 Q. II > 25%















:_PE_ _',:_[.. l" P,I.._ , ,-,-_t. T 1"I)_-J<(:', :
Ut',I'.'[T _. OF A_'EFa, I;E'._ :
## SDURCE LEVEL ] L. EVEL 2 LE_,/'E ;_ _ LEbE! ,'_
1 Vu[c TemD 79.22;7"22 79.5555&
2 VuLc rime 7g. OQGGL] T'_..6o06o 7_-2,.SC-GG
.5 ,:" Logo T_rtL_ 7'). 5CGt]!S - 7_. 3QCCZ." 7'9. <-,,-: :,¢
_. FZ,r,w Time 78.2.3.334- 7.a. 5DDD0 7g. 3Z, 7"34.
.7, V_.3GL!L:m Le,/e [ 79. OOOOO 7q. 50000 79. _6e,_6
b Pressl.lre 79. &_' _ "_ , ._. ,.J - -,a lT]O0_]O 79..3.3._.34-
7 Ne_,'t. ir_ P-_r:__ 79. 3._.5.34. 79. 500013 7Q..._,.3.3.3_




,_ r _'":-- _ .... ""-' :P "
-3F"E," "A! .'.NI_,TRt ;C T r,$N% :
+lP.i [ "5 OF AVL_:,'_At.:,E:! :, :
C ;":" ': T--R :A : ,"!A :, ":,"! ! ZE RE'SPONSE
;_}} = 14(]]";}I_ LEVEL SETUP CGPIMENT
t vuLc Tem_ - NG," u,<ZT£CAL
2 '.)L_LC Time - NO T CRITICAL
3 Flow Tem_ - NOT CRITICAL
& Flow Time - NOT CRITICAL
5 Vaouum Level - NOT CRITICAL
o Pressure - NOT CRITICAL
7 "_e_ing Rate - NOT CR:TICAL
8 ,}L;eUe Humidity - NOT CRITICAL
OPTIMAL RESPONSE :
OPTi_IAL: 7_. _9
USING 95_ CONFIDENCE: 7?.&3530 TO 80.3&2&7





CEP.I,:_=mENT: '_,,mf-e_ UNITS QF '-'-:AS. :
_,-T ._= ZY " C . r4_.-__ma k _. 5AP1PL[NG "_'-.-T'~OO :
_EC:2._!T,.-Z':' E"" ; ,:,'- TI NC. I}F '5 ..-:,"' = !_ E ?, T'_]
r'- '.':(E_, SET JF :
"-.PECIAL INSTRL_'..:TTON'g :
L V'J L": TernL? :-,_o_ - _. 0 ,S":-Co -" =
2 Vulc Time O. 109375 2 0,054._88
,3 :i,:,w 'f_m_ C.&i:5,]l,& 2 Q. 2220.50
5 VacLmm'l Level 10. 10'_38 "2 5.05.J..688
8 Pre:e-sure 1. &/,5313 2 O. 722656
7 Hez-_t i mg Rate O. 781250 2 O. 390625
,S _.._e_ua blumicJLl:V t. 781250 2 0.890625
ERROR 4.. 109_75 - 2, G5,.i688
























r,,37-e : [ _"-u'_='- L _';"
= [."4__ 'SE'TUP:
SPEC-Ai_ INSTRtJCTi'0N"[" :
UNZT-'? OF A'v'ERAII,','{S :
## SOURCE LEVEL t LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4.
I Vu le Temo 78. 66666 79, I 1111
2 vulc l-ime 78.&3.55_. 79.OGQGQ 7;5. o._S34.
3 ,_'low Temu, 79.O00CC -'_,,.,.66_,6,J 7'_.C,1$C0
<i ,-'-_.ow Time 78. 5OOOC 7,-'5. _333_. 79. 3333&
5 Vacuum Leve ], 77. 8333/-.2 79. 5OOOQ 79..3333 x
6 °r'essure 79.0000Q 78. 50000 7'9. [0066
7 deat tmg Rate 78. 66666 79. 16666 78. _333_,
..
.... 5.5oo(_;ue ,-ium _.d [ t-/ 79. " _"" 78,. 66866 , .. " - : t,'-.
-OR,#..4NALpAe_E. IS
OF pOOR QUALITY
.-- ;--'T: ;.-1ENr ID: :.-3,_.;r'_ _ A - ,:E 2 R-E-_i-_C;eJ3E-: -_mor'-_- Sc_-L'_
,_LT/F-_T"I,-."IT: Amfue'_ L!N:T_3 O;: ,"lEAS. :
:::T .P ;]Y: C. M_'-s,_.._lZ S,_'!PI._[NG METHO0::
5F.'E,." EL, t_ [r'J'-3TRUC'r_ON'-C:
UN[ 5 OF ,:,,"."E _' -'-"
C_ITE_T,,_: ,'!A:\-MZZE RESPONSE
#,ff FACTOR LEVEL SETUP COMMENT
I Vu/c TemD - NOT CRITZCAL
_- Vu/c: Time. - NOT CRZTECAL
- :" i c,w [m. mt._ - NGF C.__T ZC_-
4 Flow Time - NOT CRITICAL
5 Vacuum Level - NOT CRITICAL
o ,='_-e_31_r-e - NUF CRITICAL
- .,_..., _ ., _ -a ZTICAL
,,ju,=t-,.e Humioic/ - _bu_ CRITICAL
OPTT,_&_ RESPONSE :
OPTIMAL : 78. 72222
USING 95_ CONFIDENCE: 77.52&70 TO 79.9197&
USE,",#.; "-')c4% CONFZOENCE : 75. 95976 TO AL. &3,1_5_
OR ,_. NAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QL!ALITY
* *\FiAL _, 5]:'_ C;F .,A; -ANCE : API0b'A !
, Ai_!FUEL
C_=_:E"Z;',,I[ :'-_: ":'-_-_ A - Pt :_ RE:r" ...... : ':3_:.a "
:-- .r ', -- 2; '::Z, TtJP :
5PEC:-'-L INSr'_,UCTI'- 'N- :
1 Vu ]. c TemD
2 'Vutc Time
-t - Lo,..., Time
5 Vacuum Lever
6 Pressume
7 :-,e_: in_ Rate
8 Cueue Humidi i: /

























> 25% Q. C;3
> 25_ O. :_ t
> 25_'#, G. '2C
> 25_a C. C;2




'--- '" :,,E -, '::_;;-Till =' :
,- ,:-_ At ]]/',it5 T _ I J(_ T "[ {__,lc, :
;.it,iT-_:.. C_I--AVERAGES :
## SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 I_EVEL a
l Vu]_c Tem_ 78.66666 78. 77778,
2 .,,'ulo flm_: 7;5. t,6o6o 7..%. J,.3.5.5o,. 7';_
3 --low Tern,=-, 7_. !'3,5_6 -2. _.6,666 7 ._
:low Time 78. 66666 78. 33534. 79
5 ve('L_um Level 78. 16666 _8. 66666 79
6 ,=reSSL, Pe 78. 83334. 78. 50000 78
7 Heating R_te 78.66606 78. 66666 78






._-,._=.: ->,_-,,q-rr,.-,: .'-_',hO_ A _t: _ R:-_-.=]PONSE : ::l',,nr-_
_,ET .:P _ r' : q:. M3" 3h3 ; !. _ \"'PL. I'Nt", P'!',-T_-,'tP. :




_'_,,-'D[ 7ER [A : ,MA ,_,Z:'t "--E RESPONSE
## FACTOR LEVEL SETUP COMMENT
I _,'_r:.. Temo - NOT CRt:TICAI_
2 VuL_ Time - NOT CRITICAl_
3 FL'L'_W Temo - t',,fOF CRi:TZCAL
A :lOw Time - NOT CRITICAL
:5 Vacuum Level - NOT CR]:TICAL
6 _r" _ S S ur'9 - NOT " _'r"T _CAL
? !4e,sqt4.._,_ FP_Pe - NOT '2R_TICAI_
_]u@ue HumJ. dLf:/ - NOT CRITICAL
p.!:. !,r_'SNSE :
OPTIMAL : 78. 22222
USIN,S ' "°" CONFIDENCE:?.b-_ ?'_. 5/,656 TO 79. 89788
USING 99't; CONFIDENCE: 7&.35677 TO 82. 08768
ORtC__N_L P/:'9_" IS
OF pOOR QUALITY
.... ='_'c _ _ -. •
_:_p_ "M_I\JT : ,C,rn-_ ,p " I.,;,J - ='% F:::-- "'-- '
;E'-'L';L-';: _ _';: ':" _ ?_JC. 0:: _,q,"P!_E :
.: :::Z'- %:ETIJP:
S_E': [,AL ZNSTRUCT[ON_, :
#_ Source S_ d. f M_ F A 1 oP:,._ [_.,_(; P.1- 1-,
......................................
1 Vulc Tem_ 0.8g0625 1 0.8_0625 C.33 > ,..'..,-o O. -:?
o_ Yule Time 0. 10<_375 .? 0. G5_688 '7.02 > "_.:5_"-_, ,-__. T'}
.$ ':-low Tem_ 0.,i37500 2 0.218750 r.08 > 25% O. - _
& _!ow Time 1. &_5313 2 O. 7'20656 Q.26 > 25% O. T'7
5 Vacuum Level 0.773a.38 2 0.3_7:L_ C. la > :,_"5_4 C.. - ]
6 F_-e_..:_u're 0. 109575 2 0.05a_A_8 ".02 > 25% i.). "-,
7 s'ea_:ing Rate 5. 109375 2 1.55a6;_d '" 57 > '25_i O. 73
,_:eL, e !Humidity 6. 77_,I_5;_ 2 3,3_o7L'_ .. 2_ > 257, 6. _-
:ERROR 5. (26093;3 2 2. 730&6Q (;_1.5" ":
TOTAL !9. 10938 !7
OF POOR QUALITY
:-71=E,2 "A!_ [ _\I_ LR_. ,.: T r ,2.__':_, :
_i_ :SOIjR[:E LEVEL 1 :EVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEV_-.
J. vulc Tem_ 78.00000 78._.&&&z,
2 VuLc Time 78.3333/_ 78. £6666 78
3 F low Temo 78. O00OO 78..33334- 7G
,:l.ow Time 77. 8.333& T_. 50000 78,
5 VacuL!m Level. 7,_. OOO00 7.S. 16666 7P_
0 Pr,_,SSL!re 7-_. 16666 78, 1666_ 78
7 Heat i r'_ RaLe 7:._.A,333a 77.66666 78




















UNITS OF AVERAGES: LBS/SQ IN
CRITERIA: MAXIMIZE RESPONSE
RESPONSE: TENSILE
UNiUS OF MEAS.: LBS/SQ IN
SAMPLING METHOD:
NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 2

































EXPERIMENT ID: TENSILE #5 TC
DEPARTMENT: AMFUEL
SET UP BY: C. MARSHALL




UNITS OF MEAS.: LBS/SQ IN
SAMPLING METHOD:
NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 2
% %
## Source SS d.f MS F Alpha Contrib
1 Vulc Temp 629648.0 1 629648.0 3.52 10% 7.99
2 Vulc Time 43584.00 2 21792.00 0.12 > 25% 0.00
3 Flow Temp 54096.00 2 27048.00 0.15 > 25% 0.00
4 Flow Time 103360.0 2 51680.00 0.29 > 25% 0.00
5 Vacuum Level 796576.0 2 398288.0 2.23 25% 7.77
6 Pressure 976.0000 2 488.0000 0.00 > 25% 0.00
7 Heating Rate 104880.0 2 52440.00 0.29 > 25% 0.00
8 Queue Humidity 330832.0 2 165416.0 0.92 > 25% 0.00
ERROR 3579216 20 178960.8 84.24
TOTAL 5643168 35
















NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1
## SOURCE LEVEL I LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vul,: Temp 79.88889 79.66_66
2 Vulc Time 79.16666 80.50000 79.66666
3 Flow Temp 79.83334 79.50000 S0.00000
4 Flow Time 80.00000 79.66666 79.66666
5 Vacuum Level 79.83334 79.66666 79.83334
6 Pressure 79.66666 80.00000 79.6_6_6
7 Heating Rate 79.83334 79.83334 79.66666
8 Queue Humidity 79.83334 79.33334 80.16666
. A_ALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA) Date: 12-05-i_91 *
. AMFUEL *
EXPEPIMENT ID: Shore A - Pt !I RESPONSE:
DEPA_ITMENT: Amfue! UNITS OF MEAS. :
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:





## Sour,- e SS d. f MS
% %
F Alpha Contr ib
1 Vulc Temp 0.21875(} 1 0.218750
2 Vulc Time 5. 437500 2 2. 718750
3 Flc,w Temp 0. 773438 2 c).386719
4 Fi c,w Time O. 437500 2 0. 218750
5 Vacuum Level (').I_'_9375 2 O. 054688
6 Pr essur e O. 445313 _° O. 222656
7 Heating Rate 0.109375 2 0.054688
Queue Humidity 2. 109375 2 1.054688
ERROR 1. 468750 2 0. 734375
TOTAL II. 10938 17




0.07 > 25 %
O. 30 > 25%











* OPTIMAL COMBINATION Date: 12-05-1'3'31 *
* AMFUEL *
EXPERIMENT ID: Shore A - Pt 11 RESPONSE: Shore Scale
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UF' E'Y: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:





## FACTOR LEVEL SETUP COMMENT
1 Vulc Temp - NOT CRITIC:AL
2 Vuic Time - NOT C:RIT_CAL
3 Flow Temp - NOT CRITZCAL
4 Flow Time - NOT CRITICAL
5 Va,:uum Level - NOT CRITICAL
6 Pressure - NOT CRITICAL
7 Heating Rate - NOT CRITICAL
8 Queue Humidity - NOT CRITICAL
OPTIMAL _ESPONSE:
]PTIMAL: 79.77778
ISING 95% CONFIDENCE: 78.90877 TO 80.64_79
SING 99% CONFIDENCE: 77.7731_ TO 81.78244
* T_BLE OK AVERAGES Date: I£-05-199! .
* AMKUEL *
EXPERIMENT ID: Shore A - Pt 12 RESPONSE: She, re Scale
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UF BY: C. Mar_ha!l SAMPLING METHOD:




SOURCE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
1 Vu i,: Temp 7'}. _8889 _0. 11111
2 Vul¢ Time 79.8_4_'_ 80.33334 79.83334
3 Fl,:,w Temp _0.33334 79._0000 80. 166_6
4 Flow Time 30. 16666 79. 83334 80. 00000
5 Vacuum Level 79. 83334 80. 00000 _0. 16_66
6 Pr e_=_ur e 79. 83334 80. 16666 80. 00000
7 Heating Rate B0.00000 80. 16666 79.B3334
8 QL_eue Humidity DO. 16666 7'3.66666 DO. 16666
J
J
. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA) Date: 12-05-1991 *
. AMFUEL *
EXFER!ME)_T ID: Shore A - Pt 12 RESPONSE: Shore Scale
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UP BY: C. Marshall SAMFLING METHOD:




## Sc,ur:e SS d.f MS F Alpha
%
C,:,n t r ib
1 Vul,: Temp 0.218750 1 0.218750 3.73 25%
2 Vul,: Time 1.000000 2 0.500000 8.53 25%
3 Flow Temp 2.328125 2 1.164063 19.87 5.0%
4 Flow Time }.335938 2 ?.167969 2._7 > 25%
5 Vacuum Level 0.335938 2 0.167969 2.87 > 25%
6 Pressure 0.335938 2 0.167'369 2.87 > 25%
7 Heating Rate 0.328125 2 0.164063 2.80 > 25%
8 Queue Humidity 1.000000 2 0.500000 8.53 25%











OPTIMAL COMBINATION Date: 12-05-1991
45 AMFUEL
45
E×FEF:IMENT !D: Shore A - Pt 1? RESPONSE: Shore Scale
DEPARTMENT: Amfuel UNITS OF MEAS.:
SET UF' BY: C. Marshall SAMPLING METHOD:





## FACTOR LEVEL SETUP COMMENT
1 Vulc Temp - NOT CRITICAL
2 Vui: Time - NOT CR_TIZ:AL
3 Flow Temp 1 200
4 Flow Time - NOT CRITICAL
5 Vacuum Level - NOT CRITICAL
6 Pressure - NOT CRITICAL
7 Heating Rate - NOT CRITICAL
8 Queue Humidity - NOT CRITICAL
OPTIMAL RESPONSE:
]PTIMAL: 80.33334
SING 95% CONFIDENCE: 79.90817 TO 80.7_850
SING 99% CONFIDENCE: 79.35256 TO 81.31411












UNITS OF AVERAGES: DEG C
RESPONSE: GLASS TRANS
UNITS OF MEAS.: DEG C
SAMPLI_G METI=CD:
NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1









































UNITS OF MEAS.: DE,3 C
SAMPLING METHOD:
NO. OF SAMPLESTO TEST: 1
FIXED SETUP:
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:







Sou__ce _ 1 2 3 4 $ 6 7 I
141 SOIJ]tCE LEQ]D, I
1 Uulc Texp 310
2 Uulc Ti_e 1
lrlov Te.e 2Be
lqovi Pacuu_ Level .5IbeSSUi, e
Heating Rate 1queue HumiAi









. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA) Date: 01-13-1992 *
. AMFUEL *
EXPERIMENT ID: DSC TESTS RESPONSE: GLASS TRANS
DEPARTMENT: AMFUEL UNITS OF MEAS.: DEG C
SET UP BY: C. MARSHALL SAMPLING METHOD:
RECORDED BY: MATECH NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1
FIXED SETUP:
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:






I vui,= Temp 0.382813
_' Vulc Time 0.992188
3 Flow Temp 0.8'38438
4 Flow Time 0.60'3375
5 Vacuum Level 0.773438
6 Pressure 9.589844
7 Heating Rate 0.871094
8 Queue Humidity 2.691406
ERROR 3.183594
TOTAL 19.9921'3
1 0.382813 0.24 > 25%
2 0.496094 0.31 > 25%
2 0.44'321'3 0.28 > 25%
2 0.304688 0.19 > 25%
2 O. 386719 0.24 ." 25%
2 4.794922 3.01 25%
2 0.435547 0.27 > 25%
























UNITS OF AVERAGES: DEG C
C:RITERIA: MAXIMIZE RESPONSE
RESPONSE: GLASS TRANS
UNITS OF MEAS.: DEG C
SAMPLING METHOD:
NO. OF SAMPLES TO TEST: 1
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Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:51 am File: TENSILE2.ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
S V F S' rho%
A [N] 1 1032484.5
B [Y] 2 15672.333
C [N] 2 925472.33
D [N] 2 43016.333
E IN] 2 94563.000
F [N] 2 94096.333
G [N] 2 154128.00
H IN] 2 71169.333
AxB IN] 2 58982.333
1032484.5 131.75888 1024648.3 41.16
7836.1665
462736.16 59.05134 909800.00 36.54
21508.166 2.74473 27344.000 I.I0
47281.500 6.03375 78890.667 3.17
47048.166 6.00398 78424.000 3.15
77064.000 9.83440 138455.67 5.56
35584.666 4.54108 55497.000 2.23
29491.166 3.76347 43310.000 1.74
el [N] 0 0.00000
e2 [N] 0 0.00000
(e) 2 15672.333 7836.1665 133214.83 5.35
Total (Raw) [-] 17 2489584.5 146446.15
































Tuesday February 4, 1992 i0:45 am File: TENSIL2B. ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
S V F S J rho%
A IN] 1 823900.06
B [N] 2 186601.33
C [N] 2 152785.33
D [Y] 2 48001.333
E IN] 2 156821.33
F IN] 2 54772.000
G [N] 2 226901.33
H [N] 2 139665.33


















el IN] 0 0.00000
e2 [N] 0 0.00000
(e) 2 48001.333 24000.666 408011.32 21.57




































1 2712.0000 2604.6667 2688.6667
2 2190.3333 2058.3333 2473.0000




Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:46 am File: TENSIL4A.ANV
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
Source Pool Df S V F S' rho%
A [N] 1 ii16516.1 ii16516.1 346.24234 1113291.4 48.15
B [N] 2 494482.33 247241.16 76.67185 488033.00 21.11
C [N] 2 217924.00 108962.00 33.79016 211474.67 9.15
D IN] 2 19506.333 9753.1665 3.02455 13057.000 0.56
E IN] 2 22292.333 11146.166 3.45653 15843.000 0.69
F [N] 2 64897.000 32448.500 10.06259 58447.667 2.53
G [N] 2 200160.33 100080.16 31.03582 193711.00 8.38
H [Y] 2 6449.3333 3224.6666




mlmmmw_om_i_el m m_ i m _w_Q_m I
IN] 0 0.00000
IN] 0 0.00000
2 6449.3333 3224.6666 54819.332 2.37
ii _ml _m mli mum i m_g_I_mmmoQoiimi_m_I wm_
Total (Raw) [-] 17 2312028.5 136001.68




































/Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:47 am File: TENSIL4B.ANV
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
Source Pool Df S V
nwimuu Q in _ _u_ ii_q
A IN] 1 415264.22 415264.22
B [N] 2 24147.000 12073.500
C [N] 2 156002.33 78001.165
D [N] 2 93549.000 46774.500
E [N] 2 225516.00 112758.00
F [N] 2 30384.000 15192.000
G [Y] 2 8029.0000 4014.5000
H IN] 2 235624.33 117812.16
















2 8029.0000 4014.5000 68246.500 3.87
Total (Raw) [-] 17 1761650.0 103626.47
o
° .
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:47 am File: TENSIL4B.ANV



































1 2400.0000 2711.3333 2721.3333
2 2598.0000 2109.6667 2213.6667 F
J
f/











ANOVA Table - Raw Data
S V F S' rho%
1 32853.389 32853.389 2.61224 20276.667 0.58
2 211518.11 105759.05 8.40911 186364.67 5.35
2 157121.78 78560.890 6.24653 131968.34 3.79
2 196140.11 98070.055 7.79774 170986.67 4.91
2 603498.78 301749.39 23.99269 578345.34 16.62
2 121692.44 60846.220 4.83800 96538.996 2.77
2 25153.444 12576.722
2 593043.44 296521.72 23.57703 567890.00 16.32
2 1539244.1 769622.05 61.19417 1514090.7 43.51
el [N] 0 0.00000
e2 [N] 0 0.00000
(e) 2 25153.444 12576.722 213804.27 6.14
Total (Raw) 4-] 17 3480265.6 204721.51
.
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:49 am File: TENSIL5A.ANV









D 1 ....2306. 1667
2 2373. 6667
3 _2126. 3333















1 1875._667 2811.3333 2247.3333




Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:50 am File: TENSIL5B.ANV
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
Source Pool Df S V F S'
A IN] 1 885336.89 885336.89 43.91443
B IN] 2 216979.00 108489.50 5.38129
C IN] 2 110608.00 55304.000 2.74319
D [N] 2 40510.333 20255.166 1.00470
E [N] 2 240074.33 120037.16 5.95408
F [N] 2 131977.00 65988.500 3.27316
G IN] 2 142537.33 71268.665 3.53506
H [Y] 2 40321.000 20160.500









el [N] 0 0.00000
e2 [N] 0 0.00000
(e) 2 40321.000 20160.500 342728.50 16.07
Total (Raw) [-] 17 2132632.0 125448.94
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:50 am File: TENSIL5B.ANV



































1 2817.6667 2472.6667 2355.0000













































































Temp @ Flowout 35.19
The following is a pictorial of the 12 points and the optimum level for that point for each of the
significant factors. The dots indicate not significant at that point and the numbers indicate the
optimum level for that point
For example:
Factor Pt-9 Pt-10 Pt-ll Pt-12
Pt-5 Pt-6 Pt-7 Pt-8







° • 3 I
• 3 • •
• 3 • •
2,3 2 2 •
2 3 3 3
• • •
3 3 2,3 •
I • • •
• • • I
• • • •
• • . • •
• • •
• • 3 •
• 1,3 1 1,3
1 1 * 1
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:07 am File: SHOREAI.ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data


























el [N] 0 0.00000
e2 IN] 0 0.00000
(e) 4 0.22222 0.05555 0.94437
Total (Raw) [-] 17 19.1111f 1.12418
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:07 am File: SHOREAI.ANV



































1 78.00000 77.33333 78.66667







Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:12 am File: SHOREA2.ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data











2 2.11111 1.05555 18.99838
2 4.11111 2.05555 36.99694
2 2.11111 1.05555 18.99838
2 4.11111 2.05555 36.99694
2 0.44444 0.22222 3.99964
2 0.iiiii 0.05555
2 5.77778 2.88889 51.99586
2 2.77778 1.38889 24.99802
el [N] 0 0.00000
e2 [N] 0 0.00000

















Total (Raw) [-] 17 21.61111 1.27124






























































Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:13 am File: SHOREA3.ANV
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
Source Pool Df S V F S' rho%
A [N] 1 0.88889 0.88889 16.00162 0.83334 3.83
B [Y] 2 0.Iiiii 0.05555
C [N] 2 0.44444 0.22222 4.00036 0.33334 1.53
D IN] 2 2.11111 1.05555 19.00180 2.00001 9.18
E [N] 2 I0.ili11 5.05555 91.00900 i0.00001 45.92
F IN] 2 1.44444 0.72222 13.00126 1.33334 6.12
G IN] 2 0.77778 0.38889 7.00072 0.66668 3.06
H IN] 2 1.77778 0.88889 16.00162 1.66668 7.65
AxB IN] 2 4.11111 2.05555 37.00360 4.00001 18.37
el [N] o o.ooooo
e2 IN] 0 0.00000
(e) 2 0.11111 0.05555 0.94436 4.34
Total (Raw) [-] 17 21.77778 1.28105
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:13 am File: SHOREA3.ANV










































_esday Februa_ 4, 1992 i0:14 am File: SHOREA4. ANV
Source Pool Df
A IN] 1 0
B [N] 2 1
C IN] 2 1
D IN] 2 3
E IN] 2 1
F [N] 2 2
G [Y] 2 0
H IN] 2 3
AXS IN] 2 1
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
S V F S' rho%
.50000 0.50000 9.00090 0.44445 3.11
.44444 0.72222 13.00126 1.33334 9.34
.44444 0.72222 13.00126 1.33334 9.34
.iiiii 1.55555 28.00270 3.00001 21.01
.44444 0.72222 13.00126 . 1.33334 9.34
.!iiii 1.05555 19.00180 2.00001 14.01
.iiiii 0.05555
.i!IIi 1.55555 28.00270 3.00001 21.01
.00000 0.50000 9.00090 0.88890 6.23
el IN] o o.ooooo
e2 [N] 0 0.00000
(e) 2 0.iiiii
































ANOVA Level Average Table - Raw Data
1 2 3
1 79.00000 79.66667 79.00000
2 79.00000 79.66667 80.00000
fTuesday February 4, 1992 10:15 am File: SHOREA5.ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
S V F S' rho%
A [Y] 1 0.05556
B IN] 2 0.44444
c [Y] 2 0.11111
D [N] 2 2.77778
E IN] 2 0.77778
F [N] 2 3.11111
G IN] 2 0.44444
H [Y] 2 0.11111
AxB IN] 2 0.44444
0.05556
0.22222 3.99964 0.33332 4.03
0.05555
1.38889 24.99802 2.66666 32.21
0.38889 6.99946 0.66666 8.05
1.55555 27.99766 2.99999 36.24
0.22222 3.99964 0.33332 4.03
0.05555
0.22222 3.99964 0.33332 4.03
el [N] 0 0.00000
e2 [N] 0 0.00000
(e) 5 0.27778 0.05556 0.94450 11.41
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:15 am File: SHOREA5.ANV































































Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:16 am File: SHOREA6.ANV
Source Pool Df




A [N] 1 0.22222 0.22222
B [Y] 2 0.Ii111 0.05555
C [N] 2 1.44444 0.72222
D [N] 2 2.11111 1.05555
Z [Y] 2 0.11111 0.05555
F [Y] 2 0.iiiii 0.05555
G [Y] 2 0.11111 0.05555
H IN] 2 5.44444 2.72222
AxB IN] 2 0.77778 0.38889
el [N] 0 0.00000
e2 IN] 0 0.00000
(e) 8 0.44444






















Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:16 am File: SHOREA6.ANV



































1 79.66667 79.66667 79.33333
2 79.00000 79.33333 79.66667
/J
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:17 am File: SHOREA7.ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data



















50000 0.50000 3.00012 0.33334
33333 0.16666
33333 0.66666 4.00012 1.00001
00000 1.50000 9.00036 2.66668
33333 0.16666
33333 0.66666 4.00012 1.00001
00000 0.50000 3.00012 0.66668













6 0.99999 0.16666 2.83325 26.98
Total (Raw) [-] 17 10.50000 0. 61765




























1 80. 00000 79. 66667 80. 33333
2 79. 66667 79. 66667 79. 66667






Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:18 am File: SHOREAS.ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
S V F S' rho%
A [Y] 1 0.00000
B [N] 2 0.33333
C [Y] 2 0.33333
D [N] 2 0.33333
E [N] 2 0.33333
F [N] 2 0.33333
G [N] 2 1.33333
H [N] 2 4.00000

















el IN] 0 0.00000
e2 [N] 0 0.00000
(e) 3 0.33333 0.iiiii 1.88887 23.61
Total (Raw) [-] 17 8.00000 0.47059

































1 80. 00000 79. 66667 79. 33333
2 79. 33333 80. 00000 79. 66667







Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:19 am File: SHOREA9.ANY











S V F S'
[N] 1 0.50000 0.50000 3.00012 0.33334
[N] 2 2.33333 1.16666 7.00024 2.00001
IN] 2 1.33333 0.66666 4.00012 1.00001
IN] 2 1.00000 0.50000 3.00012 0.66668
IN] 2 4.33333 2.16666 13.00048 4.00001
IN] 2 1.33333 0.66666 4.00012 1.00001
IN] 2 3.00000 1.50000 9.00036 2.66668
IN] 2 2.33333 1.16666 7.00024 2.00001
















2 0.33333 0.16666 2.83323 17.17
Total (Raw) [-] 17 16.50000 0.97059
































1 79.66667 79.66667 78.66667
2 79.66667 80.00000 79.33333
Average Table - Raw Data
f/
f
Tuesday February 4, 1992
T T --i
10:08 am File: SHOREAI0.ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data











2 1.44444 0.72222 3.25002
2 2.77778 1.38889 6.25007
2 0.77778 0.38889 1.75002
2 3.44444 1.72222 7.75007
2 0.77778 0.38889 1.75002
2 2.77778 1.38889 6.25007
2 1.44444 0.72222 3.25002














1 0.22222 0.22222 3.77774 25.00
_otal (Raw) [-] 17
i Jill ! Ollllill
15.11111 0.88889
o































































Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:09 am File: SHOREAII.ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data










0.22222 0.22222 4.00036 0.16667
5.44444 2.72222 49.00486 5.33334
0.77778 0.38889 7.00072 0.66668
0.44444 0.22222 4.00036 0.33334
0.iiiii 0.05555
0.44444 0.22222 4.00036 0.33334
0.Iiiii 0.05555
2.11111 1.05555 19.00180 2.00001














0.22222 0.05555 0.94437 8.50
Total (Raw) [-] .17 ii.!iiii 0.65359
o .
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:09 am File: SHOREAII.ANV






























1 79.66667 80.33333 79.66667
2 78.66667 80.66667 79.66667
/Tuesday February 4, 1992 i0:I0 am File: SHOREAI2.ANV
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
Source Pool Df S V F S'
A [Y] 1 0.22222 0.22222
B [N] 2 1.00000 0.50000 4.50005 0.77778
C [N] 2 2.33333 1.16666 10.50005 2.11111
D IN] 2 0.33333 0.16666 1.49995 0.iiiii
E [N] 2 0.33333 0.16666 1.49995 0.iiiii
F [N] 2 0.33333 0.16666 1.49995 0.11111
G [N] 2 0.33333 0.16666 1.49995 0.iiiii
H IN] 2 1.00000 0.50000 4.50005 0.77778
AxB [Y] 2 0.11111 0.05555
ililiii_lll_ i il ill ill |annmu | |nnn| wee no _ieaewm w lim mlu_gm o _ m m m _ a o im mlnm_ I
el IN] 0 0.00000
e2 IN] 0 0.00000










Ill Ill llii_lli i i !1 I i Ill i ii ! i ! Iii llllll
Total (Raw) [-] 17 6.00000 0.35294
Tuesday February 4, 1992 I0:ii am File: SHOREAI2.ANV
































































Each cure study insulation panel was checked for the glass
transition temperature (Tg). It is an indication of the degree
of cure.




















Tuesday February 4, 1992 9:43 am File: DSC.ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
S V F S" rho%
A [Y] 1 0.38427 0.38427
B IN] 2 0.99568 0.49784
C [N] 2 0.90148 0.45074
D [Y] 2 0.61035 0.30517
E IN] 2 0.77508 0.38754
F IN] 2 9.59141 4.79570
G IN] 2 0.87514 0.43757
H [N] 2 2.69301 1.34650








el IN] 0 0.00000
e2 [N] 0 0.00000
(e) 3 0.99462 0.33154 5.63618 28.19
Total (Raw) [-] 17 19.99342 1.17608
//
February 4 1992 9:44 am File: DSC.ANV




ANOVA Level Average Table - Raw Data


























1 -43.36667 -44.12000 -43.13333





































































Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:24 am File: SHRINIID.ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
S V F S' rho%
A IN] 1 0.00347
B IN] 2 0.00633
C [N] 2 1.3168E-3
D IN] 2 0.00169
E IN] 2 0.00159
F [N] 2 0.00343
G [N] 2 0.00159
H [Y] 2 2.3144E-4


















el IN] 0 0.00000
e2 [N] 0 0.00000
(e) 2 2.3144E-4 i. 1572E-4 0.00197
Total (Raw) [-] 17 0.02488 1.4635E-3
7.92
/Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:24 am File: SHRINIID.ANV




























1 0.01700 0.06267 0.10433







Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:31 am File: SHRIN31D. ANV
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
Source Pool Df S
A IN] 1 0.02457
s IN] 2 0.03746
c [Y] 2 0.00640
D [N] 2 0.01383
E IN] 2 0.02420
F IN] 2 0.01830
G [N] 2 0.14408
H [N] 2 0.03306




















el [N] 0 0.00000
e2 [N] 0 0. 00000
(e) 2 0.00640 0.00320 ".
m_mm_m_uu.









































1 0.11133 0.15567 0.26667
2 0.06700 0.11133 0.13367
Level Average Table - Raw Data
J
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:39 am File: SHRIN51D.ANV
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
Source Pool Df S V F S J rho%
A IN] 1 0.02108 0.02108 379443.79 0.02108
B [N] 2 1.3414E-3 6.7070E-4 12072.721 1.3413E-3
C [Y] 2 1.1111E-7 5.5555E-8
D IN] 2 0.00330 0.00165 29700.297 0.00330
E [N] 2 0.02857 0.01428 257042.57 0.02857
F [N] 2 0.00902 0.00451 81180.812 0.00902
G IN] 2 0.01066 0.00533 95940.959 0.01066
H IN] 2 0.01556 0.00778 140041.40 0.01556









el CN] o o.ooooo
e2 [N]_ 0 0.00000
(e) 2 1.11lIE-7 5.5555E-8 9.4444E-7 0.00
m lllllllliilllllilii ii




Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:39 am File: SHRIN51D.ANV


































1 0.10933 0.18600 0.22900
2 0.15700 0.08567 0.07633
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:26 am File: SHRINI2 D. ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
S V F S' rho%
A [N] 1 0.01462 0.01462
B [N] 2 0.01898 0.00949
C [N] 2 0.01089 0.00544
D [Y] 2 7.5111E-5 3.7555E-5
E [N] 2 6.3544E-4 3.1772E-4
F IN] 2 0.00970 0.00485
G [N] 2 1.0688E-3 5.3440E-4
H [N] 2 0.00301 0.00150

























_m mg m mmum imlm ummll ill i lu
el [N] 0 0.00000
e2 IN] 0 0.00000






Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:26 am File: SHRINI2D.ANV






























































Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:32 am
-- -, Z _Z
File: SHRIN32D. ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
S V F S J rho%
A IN] 1 0.11972
B [N] 2 0.09047
C [Y] 2 0.07256
D [N] 2 0.14363
E IN] 2 0.28590
F [N] 2 0.27947
G [N] 2 0.49883
H IN] 2 0.13483


















el [N] 0 0.00000
e2 [N] 0 0.00000
(e) 2 0.07256 0.03628 0.61676 33.53
Total (Raw) [-] 17 1.83925 0.10819
f/

































1 0.31100 0.46667 0.73333
2 0. 42200 0. 28867 0. 31100
Average Table - Raw Data
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:32 am File: SHRIN32D.ANV
























































Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:40 am -File: SHRIN52D.ANV
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
Source Pool Df S V F
i _ ill i
A [N] 1 0.09374 0.09374 9.48785
B IN] 2 0.02179 0.01089 1.10223
C [N] 2 0.06502 0.03251 3.29049
D [Y] 2 0.01977 0.00988
E IN] 2 0.07583 0.03791 3.83704
F [N] 2 0.03127 0.01563 1.58198
G IN] 2 0.07362 0.03681 3.72571
H IN] 2 0.04149 0.02074 2.09919














. mmllml llmmelmmmelmmmml_el_ | Im Im mmmm |emll
[N] 0 0.00000
IN] 0 0.00000
2 0.01977 0.00988 0.16797 34.28
Total (Raw)
,i lillli ll( i ! llili I i I1 I ill 1N 1 iilililiililll 1 ll llll_l I Oil I ll J lilll
[-] 17 0.49004 0.02883
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:40 am File: SHRIN52D.ANV


































1 0.22400 0.43800 0.41433
2 0.25267 0.20000 0.19067
.
/Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:27 am File: SHRINI7D.ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data










1 0.01323 0.01323 214.92974 0.01317 14.94
2 0.01724 0.00862 140.03736 0.01712 19.42
2 0.02635 0.01317 213.95500 0.02623 29.76
2 1.2311E-4 6.1555E-5
2 0.00451 0.00225 36.55268 0.00439 4.98
2 0.00637 0.00318 51.66112 0.00625 7.09
2 0.00526 0.00263 42.72602 0.00514 5.83
2 0.00999 0.00499 81.06571 0.00987 11.20






2 1.2311E-4 6.1555E-5 1.0464E-3 1.19
Total (Raw) [-]
ill Ill lilii llllOilllliollli lliillllllllllliiliilll
17 0.08814 0.00518






























1 0.16267 0.24600 0.27533
2 0.15433 0.17933 0.18767




Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:36 am File: SHRIN37D. ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
S V F S' rho%
A [N] 1 0.14222
B IN] 2 0.58753
c [N] 2 0.23681
D [N] 2 0.13262
E [N] 2 0.12769
F [Y] 2 0.08136
S IN] 2 0.94071
H IN] 2 0.32433


















el IN] 0 0.00000
e2 IN] 0 0.00000
(e) 2 0.08136 0.04068 0.69156 25.79
Total (Raw) [-] 17 2. 68116 0.15772
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:36 am File: SHRIN37D.ANV= .......... ====_ .....

































































12202 0.12202 4.14470 0.09258
06098 0.03049 1.03567 0.00210
20887 0.10443 3.54721 0.14999
10829 0.05414 1.83899 0.04941
05889 0.02944
16647 0.08323 2.82711 0.10759
10572 0.05286 1.79552 0.04684
10548 0.05274 1.79144 0.04660














0.05889 0.02944 0.50049 46.02
Total (Raw) [-] 17 1.08749 0.06397




































1 0.42400 0.76533 0.48100
2 0.40967 0.34300 0.42367




Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:21 am File: SHRINII4.ANV
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
Source Pool Df S V F S' rho%
A [N] 1 0.03133 0.03133 8.97708 0.02784 12.43
B [N] 2 0.05507 0.02753 7.88825 0.04809 21.48
C [N] 2 0.02933 0.01466 4.20057 0.02235 9.98
D [Y] 2 0.00692 0.00346
E [Y] 2 0.00703 0.00351
F IN] 2 0.02507 0.01253 3.59026 0.01809 8.08
G [N] 2 0.01049 0.00524 1.50143 0.00351 1.57
H IN] 2 0.01689 0.00844 2.41834 0.00991 4.43
AxB [N] 2 0. 04178
el [N] o o.ooooo
e2 [N] 0 0.00000
(e) 4 0.01395
0.02089 5.98567 0.03480 15.54
0.00349 0.05932 26.49
Total (Raw) [-] 17 0.22390 0.01317
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:22 am File: SHRINII4.ANV




































































Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:29 am File: S_N314._
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
Source Pool Df S V F S' rho%
A [N] 1 1.17658 1.17658 9.12927
B [N] 2 2.31848 1.15924 8.99472
C [Y] 2 0.00662 0.00331
D [N] 2 0.82928 0.41464 3.21726
E IN] 2 0.55055 0.27527 2.13586
F [N] 2 0.83148 0.41574 3.22579
G [Y] 2 0.50891 0.25445
H IN] 2 0.75795 0.37897 2.94049
















• 2. 19097 28.38
..
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:29 am File: SHRIN314.ANV


































1 I.ii000 1.20200 2.33333
2 1.00000 0.84467 1.26667
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:37 am File: SHRIN514. ANV


































llil I!! lllillll lili llllliilllllll#i llllilll ilillii
EN] o o.ooooo
[N] 0 0.00000
2 0.04171 0.02085 0.35446 17.06
Total (Raw) [-] 17 2.07827 0.12225




































1 0.55233 1.19367 0.55700

























Tuesday February 4, 1992 9:53 am File: ELONG2A.ANV
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
Source Pool Df S V F S' rho%
A [Y] 1 5.55556 5.55556
B [N] 2 86.11111 43.05555 7.74999
C [N] 2 36.11111 18.05555 3.25000
D [N] 2 144.44444 72.22222 12.99999
E [N] 2 86.11111 43.05555 7.74999
F IN] 2 19.44444 9.72222 1.75000
G [N] 2 36.11111 18.05555 3.25000
H IN] 2 77.77778 38.88889 6.99999
AxB IN] 2 36.11111 18.05555 3.25000
el [N] 0 0.00000
e2 IN] 0 0.00000
(e) 1 5.55556 5.55556
mmliiii ii mm e _imo__II mIIml u Q um I













Tuesday February 4, 1992 9:53 am File: ELONG2A.ANV


































1 20.00000 20.00000 21.66667
2 18.33333 20.00000 26.66667
Tuesday February 4, 1992 9:55 am File: ELONG2B.ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data










1 5.55556 5.55556 1.00000
2 ll.lllll 5.55555 1.00000
2 ii.iiiii 5.55555 1.00000
2 ii. IIIii 5.55555 1.00000
2 ii.iiiii 5.55555 1.00000
2 ii. Iiiii 5.55555 1.00000
2 11.11111 5.55555 1.00000















2 11.11111 5_55555 94.44436 i00.0
llI Ill !i ili ll
Total (Raw) [-1
IIIillll !! !!_1 ! Ii_WilI!_ I! !!!!! ililll I!!
17 94.44444 5.55556
,esday February 4, 1992 9:55 am File: ELONG2B.ANV







































Tuesday February 4, 1992 9:56 am File: ELONG4A.ANV
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
Source Pool Df S V F S' rho%
A [Y] 1 1.38889 1.38889
B [N] 2 19.44444 9.72222 6.99999 16.66666 9.60
C IN] 2 36.11111 18.05555 12.99999 33.33333 19.20
D IN] 2 36.11111 18.05555 12.99999 33.33333 19.20
E IN] 2 19.44444 9.72222 6.99999 16.66666 9.60
F IN] 2 ii.iiiii 5.55555 3.99999 8.33333 4.80
G IN] 2 19.44444 9.72222 6.99999 16.66666 9.60
H IN] 2 Ii.11111 5.55555 3.99999 8.33333 4.80
AxB IN] 2 19.44444 9.72222 6.99999 16.66666 9.60
el [N] 0 0.00000
e2 IN] 0. 0.00000
(e) 1 1.38889 1.38889 23.61113 13.60
m m m i ! 1 Im lu m i ml i 1 i _ m 1 lmW lll lomm im







Tuesday February 4, 1992 9 :56 am File: ELONG4A.ANV







































Tuesday February 4, 1992 9:59 am File: ELONG4B.ANV
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
Source Pool Df S
A [N] 1 5.55556
B IN] 2 8.33333
C IN] 2 8.33333
D [N] 2 33.33333
E IN] 2 25.00000
F IN] 2 33.33333
G [N] 2 8.33333
H [N] 2 25.00000
AxB. [Y] 2 2.77778
V F S' rho%
5.55556 4.00000 4.16667 2.78
4.16666 2.99999 5.55555 3.70
4.16666 2.99999 5.55555 3.70
16.66666 11.99999 30.55555 20.37
12.50000 8.99999 22.22222 14.81
16.66666 11.99999 30.55555 20.37
4.16666 2.99999 5.55555 3.70
12.50000 8.99999 22.22222 14.81
1.38889
mm mo _
el [N] 0 0.00000
e2 IN] 0 0.00000
(e) 2 2.77778 1.38889 23.61113 15.74
Total (Raw) [-] 17 150.00000 8.82353
- o
/Tuesday February 4, 1992 9:59 am File: ELONG4B.ANV


































1 18.33333 20.00000 20.00000
2 20.00000 20.00000 21.66667
F
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:02 am File: ELONG5A.ANV
Source
ANOVA Table - Raw Data










[Y] 1 0.00000 0.00000
[N] 2 Ii. IIIii 5.55555 7.00000
IN] 2 ii.iiii! 5.55555 7.00000
[Y] 2 2.77778 1.38889
IN] 2 ll.lllll 5.55555 7.00000
IN] 2 19.44444 9.72222 12.25001
[Y] 2 2.77778 1.38889
[N] 2 19.44444 9.72222 12.25001
























Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:02 am File: ELONG5A.ANV

































1 18 . 33333 20 . 00000 18 .33333
2 18.33333 20.00000 18.33333
P
o
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:04 am File: ELONG5B.ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data
S V F S' rho%
A [Y] 1 0.00000 0.00000
B IN] 2 2.77778 1.38889
C [N] 2 2.77778 1.38889
D [N] 2 ii.iiiii 5.55555
E [Y] 2 2.77778 1.38889
F [N] 2 2.77778 1.38889
G IN] 2 2.77778 1.38889
H IN] 2 II.IIIIi 5.55555














3 2.77778 0.92593 15.74080 35.42
|w if| ||mmiImumiim
Total (Raw) [-] 17 44.44444 2.61438
//
f
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:04 am File: ELONG5B.ANV
Source Pool Df
ANOVA Table - Raw Data










































13.88890 1.26263 21.46468 48.30
Total (Raw) [-] 17 44.44444 2.61438
CN22 _ ( O)
TURNER ,.J/PUBLICATION
HARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
HUNTSVILLE AL.
( 2)
DELETIONS OR CHANGES 544-4494
RETURN ADI)RESS CN22D 000002444
Tuesday February 4, 1992 10:05 am File: ELONG5B.ANV





























1 20.00000 18.33333 20.00000
2 20.00000 20.00000 18.33333
